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Qeiieral Introduetion 
CHAPTIE I . 
Notation, Definitiozis and some resiilts 
about the rank of a matrix 
''• dotation and definltloias t 
Capital letters will denote matrices. Capital letters 
may denote other mathematical entities also besides a 
matrix* !iDhe elements of a matrix A will be denoted by 
similar small letters as A s (aj|^ )^« A matrix with one 
column i.e. a column matrix, will be denoted by small 
letters such as x, y, u, y, ... In general, the elements 
of the matrices belong to a field 3- * In some oases the 
elements of a matrix may also belong to a riiig. 7/hen the 
el^aents of a matrix belong to ^ we shall say that the 
matrix is over 3- • Mostly ^ will be the complex field. 
The nature of the field will be clear from the context. 
% A* we denote the transpose of A. If A is 
over the complex field , A* will stand for the transpose 
con^ jugate of A« A matrix S over 'B- is symmetric if 
S s S«, and skew-syi^ metric if S » -S* . A matrix P 
over B- is orthogonal if PP« « I, the unit matrix. H is 
hermitian if H = H*, and slcew-heymitj^ an if fl « -fi*. 
V is unitary if V*V x I, A matrix I is normal if 
M* a N*H . Hermitian, skew-hermitian, unitary and normal 
matrices are over the complex field. A real hermitian 
(skew-hermitian) matrix is real symmetric (skew-symmetric) 
matrix. A real unitary matrix is a real orthogonal matrix. 
A square matrix D which has all the nonr-diagonal elements 
zero is a diagonal, matrix, and will be denoted by 
D s diag( d^idg, .,, djj) , 
ii 
where D has order (nam), and d^ are the diagonal 
elements of D • Hermitian, skew-hermitian, unitary and 
diagonal matrices ( with complex elements ) are normal • 
A (square) matrix A is idempotent if A^ a A . It 
^ nilpotent if some power of A is equal to the null 
matrix 0 • If k is the least positive integer such 
that A^ s 0 , then k is called the index of the nil-
potent matrix A • A lower (upper) triangular matrix T 
is a square matrix such that all the elements below (above) 
the main diagonal are zero* A diagonal matrix is both a 
low^ :? and a upper triangular matrix. A lower triangular 
matrix U = C^^j) is said to be the auxiliary unit matrix 
if u. . = 0 when ;J ^ i+1 and u^  .^ ^ s i . a?he auxiliary 
unit matrix of order (5x3) is » 
U s 
Clearly, U is nilpotent. If U has order (nxn) then U 
has index n • Indeed, every triangular matrix with all 
the diagonal elements zero is nilpotent. 
Consider a polynomial f( X ) over a field K in 
the indeterminate X • When X is replaced by a square 
matrix X we get a matric polynomial f (X) over K in 
X. More generally, if f(X>j»««» Xg) is a polynomial 
over K in the non-commuting indeterminates X^, then 
we can construct a corresponding matric polynomial 
f(X^,..,Xg) ?/here X|^  are matrices of the same order. 
We msQT express f (X) as t 
where k^ belong to K-. We say that f(X) is a matric 
poLvnomial with scalar coefficientjs. 
ill 
As against this, one can get another polynomial F(X) 
such that the coefficients of distinct powers of \are not 
scalers but are matrices • 3}hus t 
where A« , (s » 1,2,..,n) ate matrices of the same order, 
s 
Clearly, F(\) is a matrix having elements which them-
selves are polynomials in X • ^^^^ * matrix is called 
a X ^matrix, For exan^ jle 
/3 X+2^ >f+5\ 
F( A ) = 0 X^ 2 
is a \-matrix» We can eag?ress F(X) as t 
F(X ) « A^^ • AgX^ + A^X + A^ , 
/O 0 0\ /O 0 1 \ /O 1 0\ /5 2 5 
'^ e^ determinant of a square matrix A is denoted by 
det(A) or simply by jAl • Since det(A) is a polyno-
mial in the elements of A , it follows that the deter-
minant of a square ^ -matrix can be esspressed as a polyno-
mial in X • If the coefficient matrices A_ of P(X ) 
have elements in 3- then the coefficients of the powers of 
X in F(X ) will be in "3- • >\-matrices are of use 
in the theory of finite laatrices. With each square matrix 
A ovei' B- v/e can astjociate a X-matrix F(X) such that 
F(X ) « Xl - A. 
This matrix F(X) is called the characteristic matrix of 
A . The determinant of F(X) viz, JFCX)! s=\Xl - A\ 
is called the characteristic function or characteristic 
polynomial of A . We shall denote this by f(3\) , If 
A is over 3- then f(X) is a polynomial inX over "3- . 
We can always construct a field £ such that ^  is a 
subfield of K aiid that f(X) factors Into linear 
factors over K . Let A be of order (nxn). Then f(X) 
is of degree n in X and can he exprease^ as i 
f(X) « ( X - X-|)( X-X2)..«( X - Xjj), 
where \ belong to K • How consider the equation 
fCX) «1A1 - A\ =. 0, 
which is called the ^ -hflrf^ ^^ *"'^ ^^ ^^  Sfl^ ^^ 9^^  o* ^ • ^ ® 
numbers A. (i « 1»2,#.,n) ore the roots of this equation 
and are called the characteristic roots or charaotei?~ 
istic values of A, (fhey are also called the proper 
values or eigenvalues etc* of A )• If X^ is a repeat-
ed root of f (X) e 0 and occurs m times then m is 
the multiplicity of tlie characteristic value of A • Any 
characteristic value of A will be denoted by c(A). 
It is often convenient to partition a given matrix in 
to submatrices* For example, a matrix A may be partition-
ed into matrices A^ as t 
/A1 A2 
A s 
In particulart if A^ and A^ are square and Ap and A^ 
are mill matrices then A is said to be the direct sum 
of A and A^ . This is denoted by 
It is possible to extend this idea of direct sum to mor* 
than two summands. In particular, a diagonal matrix may 
be put as D = d^  + dp • •• + d • 
When A is not square, det(A) is not defined* By 
V 
deletliig suitable rows and suitable colusms of A we can 
get a square substatrix from A • If this submatriz, say A^ 
has order ikxk) then the determinant of A^ exists and is 
called a minor determinant or simply a minor of A of order 
k • An individual element of A is a minor of A of order 
one. when A is square the minor of this matrix of great-
est order is the det(A)* 
2# The Algebra of Blatrices t 
The word **matrix'* was first used by Sylvester (Phil. 
Mas. Vol. 57(1850),563^570) to denote a rectangular array 
from which determinants can be formed. The concept of a 
matrix as a hyper-con^lex number is due in essence to 
Hamilton but more directly to Gayley ('lirans. London Phil. 
Soc. Vol. 148(1858), 17-37). Perhaps, the notion of a 
matrix was originally suggested by a set of linear 
equations t 
(1.2.1). a^^x^ + a^gXg +.•+ \jjX^ = ^ ^ * Ci=1t2,•.,!&). 
This set can be written in a coiopact form as s 
(1.2.2). Ax s b , 
where A is the detached rectangular array of the coeffi-
cients 8i^- while X and b are also rectangular arrays 
(in fact column vectors) formed out of x^  and b. • 
These arrays are matrices which have to obey certain laws 
of operation. The matrix product Ax of A and x is to 
be defined so that (1.2.2) is equivalent to (1.2.1). 
Similarly, other considerations about linear equations 
suggest addition of two matrices and multiplication of a 
matrix by a scalar quantity. 
yiith the usual definitions of matrix addition, product 
vi 
of two Biatrices and MiXtiplication of a matrix by a scalar, 
a mathematical discipline is obtained. These rules of 
operation on the set of matrices of order (nxn) over ^ 
give rise to the "Matrix Algebra". The matrix algebra is 
a linear algebra. A linear algebra over a field > is a 
set S of elements A,B,.,« such that S is finite* 
dimensional vector space over g^  and admits an associative 
and bilinear mnltiplication i 
(1). A(BC) = (AB)C, 
(2). A(aB + bC) = a(AB) •»• b(iC)| (aA+bli)C = a(Afi)+b(BG) , 
where these laws are to hold for all scalare aibf.. in ^ 
and all A»B,C,,. in S. S has a unit element £ if 
EA = A = AE for all A in S, The algebra is called 
division algebra if, in addition, it contains with every 
A 1^  0, an A"'' for which A~''A S E. The order of S is 
its dimension as a vector space. Hence every linear algebra 
of order n with a unity is isomorphic to an algobra of 
matrices of order (nxn). The set M of matrices of order 
(nxn) over 3^  forms a vector space over "3- • In the linear 
algebra of (nxn) matrices over ^ the iinit element 1=1 is 
unique and is called the unit matrix. If A is non-singu^ * 
lar then A ' exists and is unique. The matrix algebra 
is not commutative. 
So far we considered matrices ov^? a field. It is 
possible to construct matrices that have elements from a 
2 
ring. Define the total matric algebra ry^  of order n 
2 
over a rii^ £ to consist of the set of n number^ ) each 
of the type s 
vii 
• •• m I 
subject to the usual laws of matrix addition and matrix 
multiplication, This set forms sin abelian group with 
respect to addition sine© the same is true of the elements 
of £ « Multiplication in n\^ is associatiTe since 
multiplication in E is associative. Multiplication in Yt\^  
is distributive with respect to addition, for the same is 
true of R • Hence the total matric algebra of order n^ 
over a ring is itself a rii^« Hothing is gained in this 
connection by specializing R , for multiplication in YR^  
remains usually non-coffliiiutative even when E is a coamnta-
tive ring and the inverse as to the multiplication of a 
non-null A in TTt^  does not always exist even for a ring 
without divisors of zero* If, however, fi is a ring with 
the unit element 1, then the matrix I a ( S^.^)* where 
5^  are Kronecker deltas, is such that ALsIlaA, for 
every A in Tf^and so ifV^ is a ring with unit element I, 
Besides linear equations, matrices are found useful 
in the study of bilineacr forms and other related topics • 
Certain infinite groups can be represented by suitable 
matrix groups* Every finite group is isomorphic to some 
matrix group. By a matrix group we understand a set of 
matrices which forms a group under matrix multiplication* 
5« Rank of a Matrix and some results about the R^nk » 
If a matrix A has a minor of order r which is 
not zero while every minor of A of rank r+1 is zero 
then r is called the rank of A and denote it by 
Till 
r(A) • Each row (column) of a matrix A can be thought 
as a row (column) vector. The vector space spanned by 
these rows (columns) is called the row'-space (column^ 
space) of A, Iiet r^ and rg ^ ® respectively the di-
mensions of the row-space and the columnr-space of A* 
r^ is called the row-rank and r^ the '*-"li"n-TW^  of A • 
It can be shown that r^ a rp « r(A)« Indeedf one ma^ 
define the rank of a matrix A as its row-rank and thea 
show that row-rank s r(A)« Some results about the rank of 
a matrix are collected below t 
(1,3«1). r(A+B) < r(A) + r(B), when A and B are of the 
same order* 
(1.5.2), r(AB) < minCa?(A)t r(B)] , when AB exists, 
(1.5.5). r(A) = r(A«)t r(A) « r(PA) = r(AQ) when P,Q 
are non^ -singular and PA » AQ exist, 
(1.3.4-), r(AB) > r(A) + r(B) - n where n is the 
muQiber of columns in A , provided AB exists, 
(1.3•^)• When ABC exists 
r(AB) + r(BO) < r(B) + r(ABO). 
(1.3.6). r(A»A) = r(A) . 
Eesult (1.3.5) is due to Srobenius (1911). Some of 
the results listed above are particular cases of (1.3.5). 
Let Ax s b be the matrix representation of the set of 
linear equations (1.2.1). Construct the matrix 
B a (Ayb) 
which is the augmented matrix formed by A and b. Then 
(1.3.7). Ax = b has infinity of solutions iff (read if 
and only if) r(A) = r(B) < n . It has the unique solution 
iff r(A) = r(B) = n , It has no solutions iff r(A) < r(B), 
4en0te# tlie ^oJltl^Xleit^ of k ae a oJaoiraieteristle value 
ot A • It k ie itot a ehar«oteri8tie value of A theiii 
« • * 
Gfin«?al Introduction 
CHAH?1E n . 
CanonioaX forms of Matrices 
1* Introduction t 
Let A and B be (laxn) oa t r lees over 3- • I f we 
can find noz^singular matrices P and Q of orders 
(msm) and (n:xn), reepeetiTeX^rt over 3- sueli tha t 
(2 .1 .1 ) . PAQ » B 
then i t i s said tha t A i s eavdvalent to B , We denote 
t h i s fac t by t A ^ B , 5fhis r e l a t i on » ^ « i s a 
RiiT r e l a t i on i . e . an eoulYalence yftotjioft which i s ( i ) 
r e f l e^ve f ( i i ) sy i^e t r ie and ( i l l ) t r a n s i t i v e . I t i s 
possible to find P & Q such tha t B has a par t i cu la r ly 
simple form. Indeed, i f r JS r(A) then th«re are matrices 
P & Q such tha t 
(2 .1 .2 ) . PAQ « 
where I is the unit matrix of order (racr)« It can be 
r 
shown that a H (mxn) matrices over J of rank r are 
equivalent to H . iChe RSO? relation ** ^ ** divides the 
set of all (msn) matrices over 3- into s ex^ iaustive 
and mutually exclusive classes such that every (mxn) 
matrix is equivalent to g^ 3,eag^  one and oi^v one of 
the s matrices K^ where r a 0t1f2t.*,min(mfn)} and 
s - 1 s: min(m,n) , The matrices N are said to form a 
set of canonical matrices under the EST relation " >^  •*• 
It is useful to study canonical forms for they brlag 
out the invariant properties of a matrix under a EST 
relation. In the above case the EST relation " ^  " is 
such that the rant of a matrix remains invariant. 
Evea?y ESf relation induces a partition on the set of 
matrices under consideration. Corresponding to each BBS 
relation there should he a canonical set of matrices* This 
set of canonical matrices need not be unique. For 
example* we may as well take H^ , as a canonical form for 
A where 
^ = ( o i p ) • 
Which par t icu lar form i s to he considered as a canonical 
form depends upon u t i l i t y considerations. However, when 
we decide upon a par t icu lar tanoe then the resu l t ing set 
of cazuDnical matrices may be uniquely determined. 
I t i s known tha t eT@:>y group 6 of transformations 
on a se t M of matrices induces a BSf r e l a t i on on M • 
And so, corresponding to every group G of trazisforma-^ 
t ions on M, Miere i s a ca2U>nical se t of m a l i c e s for M« 
In the following section we l i s t a few groups of such 
transformations which are often found useful , 
2 . Some Groups of lEra^formfiitions on a Set of MatrioeB 
and the Eouivalenoe Belatlons induced by th«a t 
(2,2.1)« Let M be the se t of (mzn) matrices over 3- • 
Let P be (mxm) and Q be (nxn) non-singular matrices over 
3- , Consider tbie se t G of transformations of the type 
Tp such tha t for any A i n IC, (Up Q(A) a PAQ. I t can 
be shown that G i s a group, fhe RisT r e l a t i o n induced on 
M by G i s cal led equivalent equivalence. We consider-
ed t h i s equivalence r e l a t i on i n section 1, 
(2.2,2) • Let M be the set of ixam) matrices over 3- • 
Let P & Q be nonr-singular (nm) matrices over 3- such that 
3d.i 
Q s jP"''» If G is the set of transformations of the type 
Tp such that OJp J, A) = PAP*'' j A is in M , then G 
is a group* O^ he EBf relation induced on M by G is called 
siadlarity equivalence. 
(2«2.3)« Let M be as in (2«2.2)« Let P & Q be (nxn) non-
singular matrices over ^ and Q = P*» Then the set G of 
transformations 3Jp ^  is a s^ o^ P where % , QCA) = PAP* for 
A in M. The SST relation induced on M by G is called 
congruent equivalence. 
(2.2#4-). Let M be the set of (nxn) matrices with coi]E5)lex 
elements. Let P & Q be (nxn) non-singular matrices with 
complex elements such that Q ss P*. The set G of transforma-
tions T^ „ where T^ ^ .(A) » PAP* , A is in M, is a group 
and the EST relation induced by G on II is called 
conjunctive equivalence, 
(2.2.5). Let M be the set of (nxn) matrices over 3- and 
let P 8B Q be (nxn) matrices over ^ such that PQ = I, 
P = Q«, (The matrix P is called orthogonal). The set G of 
transformations T^ „ where T^ ,XA) = PAP», PP» si, A is 
in M , form a group. The EST relation induced by G on M 
is called orthogonal equivalence. 
(2.2.6). Let M be the set of (nxn) complex matrices and 
let P & Q (nxn) complex non-singular matrices such that 
PQ = I, P»= Q, If G is the set of transformations of 
the type T^ where Ip^^C^) s PAP* , PP* = 1, A is inM 
then G is a group and the EST relation induced by G on M 
is called unitary equivalence. 
5* Canonical forms for Matrices i 
x i l i 
( 1 ) , Equivaient Matrices » 
As seen i n section i« the canonical form for the set 
of (inxn) laatrices over ^ i s the se t of matrices N^ , • Hhus 
given any (mxn) matrix A over ^ there exis t non-singular 
matrices P & ^ over such tha t 
PAQ. ( ^ r ^ ^ 
\ 0 0 / 
where r « r(A), Hence two (mxn) matrices over ^ - are equi-
valent iff they have the same rank. 
It is possible to generalise the definition of equi-
valent matrices even when M is a set of (mzn) 
-matrices. Tmo X-matrices A & B of order (mxn) over 
^ are equivalent on the field "S- if X -matrices P & Q 
over > exist such that det(P) and det(Q) are no»»zero 
and independent of X and that B s PAQ* This equivalent 
relation is £ST relation. Under this relation we can get 
the set of canonical matrices H_(X) such that PAQ s N (X), 
/di(X) 
dgCX) 
(2.3.1). 1L(X) s ( ., .. .. I i, A is in M , 
^ * ^0^2 i ' 
0 ^0, 
where ( i ) each dj^CA) i s monic polynomial over 3- in X t 
(a monic polynoiaial p(A ) i n \ i s such tha t the coeffic-
ient of the highest power of X in p(X ) i s uni ty) , ( i i ) 
d^(X) divides dj|^ ^^ (X) for i = 1,2, ..,r-1, (iii) r = r(A), 
k 
(iv) the product e.(X) = TJc^o^A) is the g.c.d. of all 
S=1 
k-rowed minors of A for k s 1,2,..,r. 
The quantities % ( X ) are uniquely determined by A 
and are called the invariant factors of A • Hence two 
(mxn) X-matr ices over ^ are eqiiivalent i f f they have 
the same iinrariant factors* The form \^^ ^ ^^ (2«3#1) i s 
called Smith's Hormal foacm • 
(2 ) , Similari ty Equivalence t 
Uwo (nxn) matrices A St B over ^ are similar when 
where JP i s a noxt-sii^ular matrix over ^ • If f (x) i s 
a polyiu>iaial over ^ ' then 
f(B) = f(PlF"' ') = Pf(A)P"*''. 
Similar matrices have the same charact^cis t ic polynomial 
and hence the same charac te r i s t i c values* The X-matr ices 
A = ( ^ - A) and B « ( Xl - B) are equivalent i f f 
A and B are s imi lar . Since the se t of a l l (mxn) matrices 
over ^ forms a vector spaeet we seet i n pa r t i cu la r , tha t 
the set of a l l (nxn) matrices over ^^  i s a vector space 
and i t s difflitnsion can not exceed n • Hence when A i s 
(nxn) matrix over ^ there exis ts a l inear combination 
of powers of A which vanishes i . e . 
(2.j^.2), OgA^  + Cg^^A®-'' + . . . + CQI s 0, 
where c^ ^ which belong to ^  are not ^ 1 sero. Hence a 
least-de^ee equation of type (2.3.2) exists. If 
m(x) is a monic polynomial of least degree in x over 
^ such that m(A) = 0| then m(x) is called the 
minimal polynomial of A. !l!his minimal polynomial of 
A is unioue. further, if g(x) is a polynomial over 3-
such that g(A) s 0 then it may be shown that g(x) is 
divided by m(x). 
lo each monic polynomial hCx) of degree k over ^ 
we can associate a certain matrix called the companion 
3cr 
then tho cos^axiian matrix CCh) of hix) i s defined ast 
/ 0 1 0 • . 0 
/ 0 0 1 • • 0 
Gih) • « « • • • 0 0 0 . . 1 
«KJo «.0-j —02 . • ' ^ t e - l V 
It can be ehamn th&t the oharaeterietio poi^oaial 
and tim sdnistal polynomial of 0(b) are the same vis* 
(*1>\(x) • 
I'he f olXowing result provides a set of oanoni^al matrioes 
under similarity e^oivalence t 
EMUI^ 1» Ai^ square matrix A €«rer^ is sisiilsr over 5' 
to on© and only one direot sum of eoi^anion matrieeifl^elong^ 
ing to polynomials 
p^ix) ^^ ,..., Pji^ Cx) ^ i , ©^^ > .. ^  ®iri^^* ^^9**t^ I 
which are powers of fflonie irreducible polynoiniels p^(x)i 
p^Cx),**, P|^(x) • fhe minimal polysoaiel of A is 
mix) « p^ (x) '^y^ix) ^'^..p^W ^ . 
Thus A is similar to a matrix 
(2.5.3). B a c(h^} ; cch^) ; .. ; o(h^) , 
where 0(hg) are appropriate coapanioa JEaatrices of hg(x). 
Apart froa the ordejt of C(h^) in C2.^#5) this laatrix B 
is unique and so can he taken as the canonical form of A* 
Uhis is called the i^ ati^ t^ na^  canonnical form of A, 
Kl^ Uljif 2. If the minimal poljaomial m(x) of A over 3* 
is a product of linear factors i 
mix; s (x - X-) ^ C X P - X ^ K»ix - X ^ ^ 
where X^»««i Xj^ are Aistuett tlien it ean be shown tliat 
A is similar orer ^ to one and only one direct sum of 
elementary Jcgdan Matarices. wiiich include at least one 
e^ X e^ elementary Jordan matriijt belonging to the charao-
teristic -value X^, and no larger elementary Jordan matrix 
beloi^ ing to the characteristic value X>« By an element-
ary Jordan matrix of order (sxs) belonging to X 41 we 
understand the matrix ^^ C^ Aj^ ) as displayed below t 
JgC Ai) « 
\ -" 
0" \ 
• • 
0 0 
\ 0 0 
0 , 
1 , 
• i 
0 . 
0 i 
1 * 
1 • 
t • 
> • > 
0 
0 
• 
1 
X 
where J^(X4) has order (sxs). 
When ^  is the complex field,the minimal polynomial 
of A always factors into linear factors. And so, when 3-
is the complex field, it is always possible to get the 
direct sum J where 
(2.3.^)- J « \^^n^ + *^i ^ ^2^ *•• ^  '^i -^^ k^  
such that A is similar to J • Clearly, apart from the 
order of J. (X ) in (2«3*4), J is unique and can be 
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taken as the canonical form for A • fhis form is called 
the Jordan Ganonic^ al fca?m of A . 
We note that the rational canonical form is always 
possible for a square matrix A over any field T^ • Th% 
Jordan canonical form is always possible if ^^ is the 
complex field. If ^ ^is not the complex field then the 
atrii 
Jordan canonical farm may not be possible tor A unless 
the minimal polynomial of A factors into linear factors 
ovei' J- • 
(3), Oongruent Equivalence t 
for a general (nxn) matrix OTer 5- congruence equi-
valence does not provide with a serviceable canonical 
set* If we restrict the nature of the field and the 
matrices both then some useful results are possible* 
RWSLT 1. If A is a symmetric (mm) matrix over 3- ia 
which 1+1 j^  0, then there exists a non?-singular (nxn) 
matrix P over 3- such that 
(2.3*5). -PAP* a ( I r a r(A) . 
\0 0/ 
The matrix G^ is diagonal but not unique. Hence 
(2*3*5) does not provide us with a canonical set* But 
if ^ is the coapleK field or the real field then we get 
a canonical set* 
EESXIXa 2. If A is a symnetric (nxn) matrix with complex 
elements then there is a non-singular (nxn) cojB^ lex matrix 
P such that 
PAP* s I i a IT , r s r(A)* 
(The set of matrices H^ is a canonical set* If A is 
real (nxn) matrix then we can get a real (nxn) non?-
singular matrix P such that 
, , . (h ° °\, r.r(A). 
(2*3.6), PAP» « 0 -Ij^ g^ 0 
\0 0 0; 
vTliere s <, r i s non-n^at ive Inteser v/hich i s known as 
*^6 index of A and i s determined uniquely by A# The set 
of matrices displayed in (2.3»6) i s a canonical s e t . 
RESULT 3* In the f i e l d of r e a l numbers every skew-
symmetric matrix of rank ^ i s congruent with 
(2.3.7). U..+ ] * [ U...-^ ( 
where ;|tist ja. blocks in (2.3.7) are non-null. Hence for 
a real skei^ -matriz with even rank a canonical set can be 
found. 
(4). Oon^ jugate Squivalenoe s 
Only hermitian matrices will have a useful canonical 
form under con;junctive equivalence. It can be shown 
that every hermitian matrix A is con^ junctive to a matrix 
of the form 
/Ig 0 0\ 
<2-5.8). 0 .1^.3 0 ^ r = r(A). 
Vo 0 0/ 
where s 4, r is a noxih-negative number (integer) uniquely 
determined by A and called the in^ex of A • This shows 
that the set of matrices of the type (2.3.8) provides a 
canonical set for hermitian matrices. 
(5). Orthogonal Equivalence 1 
An important result about the orthogonal equivalence 
is as under » 
If A is (nxn) real symmetric matrix then there is 
a real orthogonal matrix P such that 
(2.3.9). PAP» = d^  + .. +dp + 0 =Dy say, 
and where r = r(A). The numbers d . are real. 
Apart from th© order of dj. in D *iie set of matrices in 
(2«3«i) provides a canonical set for real symmetric 
matrices under orthogonal equivalence. 
(6), Unitary Equivalence t 
If A is a (nxn) normal matrix then th«re exists a 
unitary matrix V such that 
(2,3,10), VAV = d^  + .. + dj. ; 0 
where r = r(A) and d4 are the characteristic values of 
A • a?hu6 (2,3.10) provides a canonical form for normal 
matrices under unitary equivalence, ©le order of d^ in 
(2.3.10) is not unique. If A is hermitian then a 
particular case of (2.3.10) gives a canonical form for A, 
V;^hen A is a general (nxn) complex matrix, unitary 
equivalence does not provide a canonical form. However, 
the f ollowii^ I'esult is of some intex-est » Every square 
matrix is unitarily similar to a triangular matrix. Thus 
given a square complex matrix A we can find a unitary 
matrix U such that U*AU = f where T is a triangular 
•patrix. The diagonal elements of 'f are the character-
istic values of A. It can be shown that a matrix A is 
unitarily similar to a diagonal matrix iff it is a 
normal matrix. 
««• 
fifflyag Introduction 
OHAFTSE I I I . 
Cliaracteristic Polynomial) Mimmal Polynoioial 
and Characteristic Values of a Matrix 
1» Oharaotgristic PoLyaoiaial « 
In chaptesr I the deterndnant of the A -matrix 
Al - A , where A is a (nxn) matrix over ^ , is call-
ed the characteristic polynomial of A , Thus 
f(A ) = JAI - Al 
is the characteristic polynomial of A* f ( A ) is a monic 
polynomial of degree n over 3- , If we write 
0.1.1). f(x) a x^ 4- Cj^ x^^ '^' + .• + CQ , c^ are i n ^ , 
then the coefficients of xF* in (3• 1.1) viz, c , is 
(-1)^ *"^  times the g#c»d. of the (n-r)-rowed principal 
minors of A . A principal minor of A is a minor whose 
diagonal is a part of the diagonal of A , In particular 
c^ = det(A). 
Similar matrices have the same characteristic polyno-
mial, «hen A and B are two square matrices of the same 
order then AB and BA have the same characteristic 
polynomial. If A and B are not square hut both AB and BA 
are square then the characteristic polynomials of AB and 
BA differ by a factor which is a power of the indeter-
minate \ • The trace of a square matrix A , denoted 
by trCA), is the sum of the dis^ 'onal elements of A • It 
can be shown that 
ti-(A + B) = tr(A) + tr(B>} tr(AB) = tr(BA) , 
If ^ ' is the complex field and X^,.,,X^ are the 
zx 
c i i a r a c t e r i s t i c va lues of A then 
\0U)\ = ^C>^) . . . ^ (Aj , ) 
where jrf(x) = ]i(x)/s(x) , hix) and s(x) are polynomi-
als over the complex field and g(x) is such that 
\sU)\ ^ 0. 
A theorem due t o Ce^ley and Hamilton s t a t e s t h a t 
f(A) = 0 
where f (x) i s the c h a r a c t e r i s t i c polynomial of A. 
2 . Minimal Polynomial : 
I n chapter I I we have mentioned m( X ) as the 
minimal polynomial of a square matr ix A over 3- such 
t h a t m(A ) i s the monic l e a s t - d e g r e e polynomial over 
^ which s a t i s f i e s m(A) = 0 . I f fSix) i s a polynomial 
over ^ such t h a t fSiA) a 0 then m(x) d iv ides /tf(x)» 
By Cayley-Hamilton Theorem f (A) s 0 where f (x) i s the 
c h a r a c t e r i s t i c polynomial of A, Thus m(x) d iv ides f (x) • 
Hence the degree of m(x) can not exceed the degree of 
f ( x ) . I n chapter I I Smithes Normal form \ C ^ ) 
i s in t roduced . Consider t h e square X-mat r ix 
A a Al - A 
of order (nxn) . Here r(A) = n» (ISe note t h a t for a 
X -mat r ix A i the d e f i n i t i o n of r ( y v ) needs a s l i g h t 
modif ica t ion . Every minor of A i s a polynomial i n A . 
We say t h a t a minor of A i s zero i f i t vanishes 
i d e n t i c a l l y i . e . i s zero fo r a l l va lues of X . This 
shows t l ia t l l i i/L 0 and so r(A) a n . ) Thus A 
i s equivalent t o 
d ^ ( X ) 4- . . . + a^i\) , 
where d^CX) are t he i n v a r i a n t f a c t o r s of A x Xl - A. 
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It can be shown that d^(X) is the minimal polynomial of 
A , If hi\) is the g#c,d. of the (n-D-rowed minors 
of A then 
h(X)m(x; = f ( X ) . 
If h(X) = 1 then m(X) = f(X) i.e. the character-
istic polynomial and the minimal polynomial are equal. 
Similar matrices have the same minimal polynomial. 
The distnct linear factors of the minimal polynomial co-
incide with those of the characteristic polynomial. 
3, Characteristic Values of a Matrix s 
As stated in section 1, chapter I, given a (nxn) matrix 
A over 3- we can always find a field K such that 3-
is a subfield of £ and the characteristic polynomial 
f(X)=lXI-.Al of A factors over £ into linear 
factors. I'hus 
f(X) * ( X - Xi)C X - X2)..( ^ - ^n),^i in ^ . 
So A has n characteristic values all of which need 
not he distinct. It can be shown that when /^ (x,y) is 
a polynomial in the non-commuting indeterminates x, y 
over the complex field and if ^(A*,A) = 0 then 
^(X, X ) = 0 , 
where X is any characteristic value of A. If A is 
unitary then A'A a I and so ^ (x,y) = xy - 1 is such 
that j6(,A*,A) = 0. Hence X X = 1 which shows that 
the modulus of any characteristic value of a unitary 
matrix is unity, l^iow take /rf(x,y)j= x - y. If A is 
hermitian then /if(A*,A) = 0. So X = X . 2?his shows 
that the characteristic values of a hermitian matrix are 
real, similarly it can be shown that the characteristic 
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values of a skew-iiermitiaii matrix are imaginary. 
The possitle distinct characteristic values of an 
idempotent matrix are zea[?o and unity. All the character-
istic values of a nilpotent matrix are zero. The character-
istic values of a triangular matrix are its diagonal 
elements• 
Let A,B,C,,. b© commutative (nxn) matrices and let 
/i(x,y,2,...) be any rational function. The character-
istic values a. of A, b. of B etc, (i = 1,2,,,,n) 
can be so ordered that the characteristic values of 
/^(A,B,C,..) are ^(a^ ,b^ ,c^ ,..) ,,., f^^\*'^^i<^^f*^ • 
This ordering is the same for every rational iunction fi « 
This result is due to Frobenius (1896). Bromwich (1901) 
observed that the above result of Erobenius may not hold 
when fi is not a rational function. As a particular case 
of this result we note that if ^(x) = s(2<-)/li(x) where 
g(x) and h(x) are polynomials such that lh(A)l 4^ 0| then 
/^ (A) has characteristic values /<(a^ ) where 8i^, for 
i = 1,2, ..tn, are the characteristic values of A , 
4. Estimates of Characteristic Values i 
In this section we list a few inequalities in connec-
tion with characteristic values of a matrix. These in-
equalities are useful to get estimates of characteristicc 
values oi a matrix, 
(3.4,1), Let A = (a. .) be a real (nxn) matrix and write 
o< s laaximum ^ • a-,_ - a-,_ i • 
l£r,s<.n 1^® ®^' 
If X is any characteristic value of A then 
|lmX| < o^  XlJ^C^'')} • 
This result is due to Bendixon (1902)• 
(3»^*2), If A = (a„_) is a complex (uxn) matrix and 
^ = aaxja^J , ^= max )i ja^ ^ + a^j , :r = max ^ a^^-^^j^l 
then every characteristic ralue A of A satisfies t 
IXj £ ne « IfieXl < n«- , |lmXl 1 "^^  • 
'Dhis result is due to Hirsch (1902). 
(^ •^ •5)« 3:f A = (a. ) is a complex (nxn) matrix and 
then every characteristic value X of A lies in at least 
one of the circles specified by the inequalities 
|z - aj^ l 1 j^c » Ck = 1,2,,.,n), 
This result is due to Hadamard, Frobenius and some others, 
A, Brauer has improved upon this result, 
(^ •^ •^ )» i»e'b A be any complex square matrix. Let ^ and 
M be the least and the greatest, respectively, of the 
characteristic values of the matrix ^(A + A*) and N and 
N the least and the greatest of the characteristic values 
of the matrix (A - A*)/2i • If X is any characteristic 
value of A then 
/^  < ^ eX < M , >i < ImX < H, 
This result is due to Bromwich (1905), 
($.4-*5)» Schup, in 19C^ » used the triangular canonical 
form to derive a number of inequalities about the character-
istic values of a matrix. If \. (i a 1,2, ,.,n) are the 
characteristic values of a (nxn) complex matrix A = (a^g), 
then 
n 1 o 
±. iKe ^  " 
r=1 
n « 
X r 
PssT 
< 
< 
< 
n 
n 
r,E=1 
I'.s^ 
®rs*^sr 
2 
®rs~*sr 
2 
Hie equality in the above relations liolds iff A is normal. 
(3«4«6). Let A be a (nxn) complex matrix and let X be 
any charaoteristie value of A • By Cjaij^ CA^ A) and 
c (A*A) denotei respectively, the minimum and the maximum 
max 
characteristic values of A*A. Then 
This result is due to &?owne (1930). 
0.4.7)# Let A = (a^J be a (nxn) complex matrix. Irite 
R^U) = ^Tla^gl , R(A) = maxEj^(A) , 
s 
C.(A) = y la^ .l , C(A) = max C.(A) • 
3 /i^  I Sj 1 3 ^^  
s 
If c(A) stands for any characteristic value of A then 
|c(A)| < min [ E(A) , C(A)] 
This result can be deduced from (3«4.3). 
0,4,8). Let A s= (a. .) be a (nxn) complex mai:n?ix and 
let B = (b. .) be a (nxn) matrix with non-negative elements 
such that < 
e(A)| 
iO for all i»d« Then 
< |c(B)| 
max — ''' '' max 
This resiilt is due to Itobenius (1908). 
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Intofodttctlon to the papers in the thesis 
The material of this thesis is divided in to six 
papers. Some of the papers are further divided into 
parts* For example, Paper VI has four parts. -Some of 
these papers are accepted for publication in certain 
mathematical periodicals. In what followe we give a brief 
introduction to each of these six papers separately. 
I. Qaasi~ideiis)otent Matrices and their application in 
the complete solution of a scalar Metric Equation. 
A matrix Q of order (mm) with complex elements is 
said to be q-i»p# (read quasi-idempotent) if tnere exists 
a X-matrix F(?v) of order (nxn) such tliat 
<f = F(r) 
for every positive integer r • Clearly, the \-matrix 
F(X ) can be expressed as t 
where F. ( i = 0,1,..,p) are {msn) matrices with 
JL 
complex elements and p is the highest degree of A 
found in FCX ) « Huff''^  introduced the concept of a 
q.i.p. matrix. ( The number "13" i^i Huff''^  indicates 
the number in the "REfiRlHCES'* at the end of this 
introduction). Q.I.P. , are not rare in the matrix litera-
ture. Indeed, all idempotent matrices are q.i.p., though 
the converse is not always true, ivhen Q is idempotent 
the \-matrix F(\ ) associated with Q may be taken as 
2 
Q itself. For, when Q is idempotent Q = Q. Hence 
Q*^  =s Q for all positive integers r . It follows that 
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Q is the aseoeiated \«ffiatrix of Q* X& this partioular 
oa0e Q e P(\) le lfidep«nde&t o£ \ » 
A sifflple exBsi^X9 of a eeooad ordor q«l«p« mata^ ix is 
/5 -^\ /1+2X -4XN 
\1 -•V * \ ^ 1-2\ 
Q»I»F» mata?le«0 Mve e^is l&tereetixig propectlee* Huff 
bas eboim thatf enren when Q ie sisgulart it le poeslbXe 
to define an **ijar«ps«** for Q with the help of F ( \ ) . 
fhus f C-1) ean be taken as the iiyerse of Q» Further« 
it is possible to obtain neg&tiire and fractionaX powers of 
Q from the \-Haatrix F(>s ) associated with Q» e*g« 
^ « t04) t ^ = F(-3) . 
We obtain some aore results about q»i»p« matrices* 
Since a q«i*p* laatrix ist in a wa^ rt a generalisation 
of an idesipotent matrixi we tr^ r to see what properties are 
Gossaoa to a q«i*p» matrix and an idempotent matrix* 
XdeB^ot»:it oatrices are alread;^ studiedf in detaili by 
laan^  writers as Wedderburnr^^ t ilbert^ t Halmos'^^ and 
others* (Halmos studies th«a as projections in a finite 
dimensional vector space)* Idempotent matrices are found 
useful in the study of canonical fonas of matrices under 
similarity eoulTalence and other related considerations* 
It is known that Mie possible distinct ch* (read characta>* 
istie) values of an id^i^otent matrix are sero and unity. 
The rank of an idempotent matrix equals the multiplicity 
of the unit root in the oh* equation* If a matrix A 
is idSB^otent then PAF"*^  is also idempotent where P is 
non**eingiaar» fhus similarity transformations of an 
idempotent matrix ar9 again idea^otent* 'i*9 show that all 
3unri.ll 
tliese prop«Dtl#s are shared by q»l»p» matrloea* We also 
show t iiat q«l*p* matrices are group matrices, ( A grottp-
fflatri,:^^ i s a iBatrlz wM.oh I s an element of a t l eas t one 
matrix group. See Mirsky''^). This I s so because a (non^ 
nul l ) q,l ,p» matrix Q I s similar to a matrix Q where 
Q a I 
where Q^  Is non^slngular, The X-naatrlx i'(\) Is 
li^ortant because It enables us to compute n^atlye and 
fractional powers of Q, We show that P( \ ) and Q are 
uniquely determined by each other. We also show that 
tr(F(X)) is independent of \ and equals the rank of 
Q which Is again equal to the tr(Q), Some more results 
ore also obtained about FCX )• 
In the last part of this paper we consider a scalar 
matric equation f (X) c 0 where f (x) is a polynomial 
over the complex field in the indeterminate x of degree 
n such that 
n n,. n^ 
f(x) s X ®(x - a^) •.. (x - aj^ ) , 
where a± i/^ 0 are complex numbers, sj^  j^ a^ for 1 /£ j , 
and n^ are non-negative int^ers such that S n^ s n • 
When Q is q»i,p, it is shown by Huff that there exists 
a positive integer fc such that 
Q(Q - I) ^  j^  0 but Q(Q - I) ^*^ a 0, 
where I is the unit matrix* The Integer k so defined 
is called the index of the q»i#p. matrix Q, We call 
(k+1) the exponent of the q,i*p. matrix Q, Thus, the 
exponent is greater tlian the index by unity, le get the 
following results 
If f Cx) is the polynoi&ial as defined aboTe then the 
complete solution X of the scalar i&atric equation f CX)sO 
can be expressed as t 
where H^ , Q. v are square matrices of the same order as 
that of X • H^ is null or nilpotent of the index not 
greater than n^ while for s = 1|2t..»k $ Q^ j^  \ is 
s 
null or q.i.p. of exponent not greater than n^ • Further, 
h ^ « ( V ore orthosomX in pairs i.e., 
The above result does not tell us much about X, yet 
it is of some interest to see that the solution X can be 
expressed as a linear combination of certain q»i«p* matrices. 
II. Some Matric Equations involving the auxiliary Unit 
A square matrix U is called the auxiliary unit matrix 
if the super diagonal elements of U are unity and all the 
rest are zero, the third order auxiliary unit matrix ist 
/O 1 0\ 
U :r 0 0 1 . 
\o 0 o; 
If TJ is of order (nxn) then u = 0 and so U is 
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nilpotent of index n • Surnbull and iitlcen have 
studied B<me pnoperties of the auxiliary unit matrix. 
ysry 
Such matrices are useful in the consideration of canonical 
forms of a matrix. 
The solution of the matric equation 
AX - XB « C, 
where A, B and C are given matrices, is investigated by 
many writers* Butherford uses ch. values of A and B 
•14 
to get the solution X • Ingraham & !Erimble get a ration-
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al construction to obtain a complete solution X • Jones 
studies this equation when the elements of A, B and C are 
analytic functions of a single complex parameter, aome 
more particular cases of this equation are also studied, 
Farker^^ considers the case when C = 0# Turnbull and 
Altken^ '' take the case when A s B , C s 0. They also con-
sider the case when A s B s U and C ss 0, i«e* 
UX - XX7 s 0. 
In this p&per we consider a somewhat general case viz, 
tFx -XO^ a D, 
where I) is a diagonal matrix and r is a non-n^ative 
integer, A necessary and sufficient condition that the 
above equation should have a solution is found. As an 
illustration t The equation U^X - XtJ^  = D where all the 
matrices are of order (5x5) and D « diagCd^idgidzjd^idc) 
will have solutions iff 
Zl d|- a 0 t s =r 1,2,3. 
k ^ 
k X s(mod5) 1 < ^ < 5. 
In other words, the solution is possible iff 
d^aO, d^  + d^ jsO and ^ * ^ = 0 • 
We obtain solutions for certain other equations also* 
III. /x-MaMsas « 
Jackson''^ considered cer ta in matrices with r e a l 
elements which have a p a r t i a l orderiiis amongst the i r 
elements* fie defined them as noit-cirGulatcgy. ^cording 
to himt these matx'ices occur i n connection with indust r ia l 
production sheduling, A matrix P s (Pj^^) of order (KbcN) 
with r e a l elements i s non-ciculatory i f the following 
holds I For integers m and m* belonging to [I1»M] , we 
wri te m -Cm» (read m precedes n*} i f there exis ts 
an integer n i n LliK] such tha t p^^ < 0 < pjj^ tji • 
We write m ^ m» i f there eacists a sequence m^, m^,•. , mj^  
of integers in the in terval ClfM] such tha t 
m ^"m^, m^  ^° m^, • • • , m^^^^ ^ m^f \ ^° ®*» 
The relation » -< • is mearly the extension of » ^  • 
to be transitive and for m -< m' we still say that m 
precedes m', If F is such that no m can precede it-
self then the matrix P is non-Ksirculatory • 
We show that it is possible'to generalize the concept 
of nonr-circulatory matrices. We may as well say that 
m -;° m* if p^^ < n < p„tr^  where u is a real number. 
(Jackson takes ^ ss 0.) The theorem proved by Jackson 
is true even when n ^  0. In our notation we call such 
matrices '*psuedo- yu-ioatrices**. Thus non-circulatory 
matrices are psuedo n-matrices when ^ =s 0, le then 
consider a special case of such matrices and call this 
a " u-matrix'*. ^-mata^ices are not rare in the matrix 
literature. A diagonal matrixi a sub-diagonal matrix, 
a matrix having all non-negative elements or a matrix 
I2scvi23g non-posltlTe elements are all L^->matrlces» ^ e main 
result about abotit a ^-matrix l8 as follows t 
If some element in a row (column) of a ^-matrix 
exceeds n then no other element in that row (column) is 
less than u » Similarly, if a row (column) of a yi-
matrix contains some element which is less than ja. then 
no other element in that row (column) can be greater than 
We obtain a result about the rank of a ^-matrix. We 
then consider orthogonal and psuedo-orthogonal yU-
matrices and get some results about a factorieation of 
such matrices* 
IV. itatyices related by Commutators t 
Let A and B be (nxn) over a field ^  • Let f(x,y) 
be any polynomial over ^ in the non-commuting indetsr-
minates x , y. If g^(A) and Q^^X) are ch, functions 
of A and B what can be said about the ch, function 
s(X) of f(A,B) ? l^lien A and B are arbitrary matrices 
a satisfactory answer to the above question is not easy 
even when f (xty) is a simple polynomial # J?or example , 
if f(x,y) « X + y, the ch. function of f(A,B) s A + B 
can not be easily obtained from the ch. function of A 
and B, We hope to get some interesting results only 
when we restrict the matrices A and B. In recent 
7 
years, many attempts are made in this direction* Brauer 
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Goddard^ , Motzkin & Taussky , Perfect , Schneder 
Parker^ , MedUn''® and many others have obtained scaae 
results when the matrices A and B are suitably 
sxxlll 
restricted, A typical result due to Goddard and 
Schneider'" covers a imiaber of special cases proved by 
others earlier. We generalize their result* A chief 
consideration in many of the above results appears to be 
a particular property of a commutator matrix, 
A matrix X of order (nxm) oveir ^ is said to be a 
commitator from A to B if AX s XB, where A is (nxn) and 
B is (mxm) matrix over U- • We denote this commutator 
X by X = { AiB ] t It is already known that the equa?-
tion AX = XB has a non^null solution iff A and B have 
some ch. values in common* ( Sylvester t 0*E, Acad* Sci#, 
Paris ?ol. 99(1884),67-71 and 115-116* Oecioni » Ann. 
Scuola norm* super* Pisa Vol. 11(1909), 1-40*) By con -
sidering the canonical form of X, it can. be shown that 
when X a ^AtB} , A & B have at least r ch* values 
common where r s r(X)* In this paper we get some proper-
ties of commutators* We show that if X = ^AiB] and 
X = iOiBi then 
X =: If(A,G) t f(B,D)} . 
Indeed, if for s = 1,2,*., X a lAgtBg] then 
X = ifCA^.A^,,. ) t f(B^,B2,..)] * 
If p(®' denotes the s-th compound of the matrix P 
and if X s lAiB] then X^®^ = 1 A^®^ t B^^^l * 
(Por the definition of the compound of a matrix see 
"Determinants and Matrices**by Aitken). 
We say that X is a s^ aai-commutator from A to B 
if for a matrix G of order (mxm) it is true that 
AX - XB s XG . 
I , 4 ... 
The theory of semi-commutators does not differ much from 
that of the commutators* foTt when i^ - XB a XG we note 
that X a ^A t B-#GJ » The main result of this paper is 
the following i 
If X = {AtB 1 then I xl^ ^ - A1 » e(x)p(x) and 
Ixl^ - Bl = 9(x)q(x), where I^ denotes the unit matrix 
of: order (sxs)t ©(x), p<x) and q(x) are polynomials over 
^ in the indeterminate x and have degree r, n^ -r and 
iiKr respectively where r s r(X)* Some other results are 
also obtained. 
7. Bounds for char act fistic values of two related 
matrices » and a problem of Hhaan J 
In a recent paper ahiran^  proposed the following 
problem t Let A = (a^ )^t B JB (l^ j^ )^ be (nxn) matacices 
with complex elements. Let X and KL be axsf. ch, values 
of A and B respectively. Let the distance -Ps between 
A & B be denoted by 
If we know a strip a^ <, Re\ ^ ag what can be said 
about the correspondii::^  strip for He ^  ? He asserts that 
at least when F is sufficiently small, it should be 
possible to fix two real numbei's b.^  and bg such that 
b < Ee u < bg and that they depend on A, a^  , a2 and 
f only. By methods of diffei'ential equations he obtains 
such a characterization of b^ and bg when F is less 
than a certain quantity. 
SX£7 
We atrtea^ t to ol>taiii a eharaoterization of b^ and l)^  
by elementally matrix methods* We take a^ and ao as the 
least arid the greatest of the chf values of th© matrix 
}4,(A+A*), Hence it is true that a^  < Re\ < a^ • We 
show that when b^ and bp are, respectively the least 
and the greatest of the ch. values of }^ (B+B*) then 
a ^ - N f t < b ^ < a ^ + Nf> , 
ag - VI? 1 ^2 - ^ •*" ^ • 
We also obtain corresponding bounds for Im ja» ^e try to 
set some further results about the chf values of B in 
terms of those of A and F» Ihe interest of the problem, 
perhaps,lies in its application. Suppose by actual obser-
vations or otherwise, we get a matrix equation 
Ax = b. 
Since A depends on observations it is likely that it 
differs from the •true* matrix say B» (The quantity F 
corresponds to the possible * inaccuracy* in the measure-
ments* The results obtained by us require no restriction 
on the magnitude of F# 
3?uran»s problem is closely related to the problem 
of 'neighbour systems*. Two complex (nxn) matrices 
A = (a. .) and B a (b. .) are said to form a neighbour 
system if a^ .. and b^. differ very slightly, Neighbour 
systems have attracted attentions of marjy writers. We 
obtain some results about a neighboizr system. ^ ® s^°^ 
how Bur an* s problem is related to such a system. 
xxaori 
VI. Moduli and Seml'4iodull of Matrices and the i r 
applicat ion to es t i aa ta bomada for charac te r i s t i c values 
of Matrices ? 
Ch, values of a matrix plE^ a very in^ortant par t in 
the theory of f i n i t e matrices. In general, the calculation 
of ch, values of a matrix A requires the solution of the 
determinantal equation 
\A - x l l = 0, 
When the order of the matrix A is not small, the solu-
tion of the above equation presents considerable difficulty. 
Perhaps I "feis is one of the considerations why many writers 
have attQH5)ted to obtain estimates or bounds for the ch. 
values of a matrix. A survey of these attempts up to the 
year 19^8 is given by Browne^ • Another survey up to the 
year 1950 is given by Parker^ . Houghly, these estimates 
can be grouped under three heads : 
(a). Estimates for characteristic values of a matarix A in 
terms of the elements of A. : 
As an example I the result due to Bendixson^ mentioned 
in 0.4.1), chapter III and the result 0.4.2) duetto 
Hadamard''^  are of this type* 
(b). Estimates of the Characteristic values of a matrix A 
in terms of characteristic values of another matrix 
which is a function of A. > 
The result due to Bromwich stated in (3.4.4) and 
g 
the result due to Browne stated in (3.4.5) are of this type. 
(c). Estimates of characteristic values of a matrix A in 
terms of the characteristic values of some other 
matrix B which may not be a function of A, t 
tet A ts («j|^i)i B a (\A) be two (EOOI) eoi^Xex matrioes 
with eli# values 7v aitd a reepeetlvely* The matarlx B may 
x^t be a fumtion of JU But B laust be suob tMt i t 
bas oBl^ soiv»negatiYe eX«iiests aod tiirtbfir» foir a l l i t 4 
If B satiafiee the above eoaditlon thea B i s said to 
*%a;|<»?ise** A i& ss^ola A ^ B • ( i^ ee refer esoea 20) • 
If A <^  B thea a result aue to l^obeaius i s of type 
(o) t If A « B then | X | , ^ < |^| , ^ • 
t^ hese results give estimatee for the oh« iraluea of 
A ^ M^P^ t^  ]satE'i:s:« aituatiOBs assise whezn we e^ie aoross 
a product or a sum of two &c^ aore mabrioes* It i s natural* 
ther^oret to enquire about the estimates for the eh« values 
of a product or sum of matriees in terms of those of the 
oatriees that go to malce that product or suffl« In receixt 
years eosse attioipts are made ia this line by writers as 
A£riat*^  i Boy^ *'' t fi«Sy^ # Ihan'*^ aud others* In a wayt 
the results obtained by these writers are gen^elisation 
of similar results about a single matrix obtained by 
earlier writers* Xn this pa^cr we try to get some results 
in this direotion* 
In the f irst part of this pe^er we consider the prodoct 
P « AB of two square matrices A « (a^^) and B « (b ^J. 
Put E(A) 8 max ^4 9^^ f C(A) s max -^ilai^l *ben 
|c(P)l < min [ECA)R(B), C(A)0(B)] , 
where o(-P) stands for any oh* value of i^  » AB^ Then , 
we sharpen tl^M result by using a theorem due to Barankin • 
Th& restrictlozi tlial; A and B should be square matrle«& 
i s thea r«s2076d« '^t aJamr tliati provided P i s a squars 
matrix* siaiilar rastidts hold toT P a AB* 'men we obtain 
the anologue of Stowae^s result Y%Z» 
when AB i s a square matrix* 3!he above result ge&eraHsee 
sQoe results d»f to Boyi Hagj and Khan* We use only 
eleme&tarsr nathods to get our results* 
In the SMOM p«rt of this pBptr. , e f o l i o . »o>g^ 
aad define a ffodalna l|A || for a reotant^ulgy matrix A 
with oois^l^s elements* We say that IIAII i s a modulus of 
A i f HA 1  i s noi^ ^Ksonstantt noxMiegativei finite«>Talued 
function of the el^ients of A and satisfies the follow* 
ing set of conditions s 
I* llsAll e l8| * IIA I  for every scalar s* 
II , III I  8 1 Where I i s the unit matrix of any order* 
III . IIA-^ B I  <, IjA II f ||B I  where A and B are matrices 
of the same order* 
IV« IIABII < JAtl • IIall where A & B are conformable* 
^* W^A ^ IIA II where A i s any submatrix of A* 
?I« If lim A^  « A » lim I A • A^  » 0* p P p P 
VII« If A k B are malices of the sama order with 
noi*-neea*ive elements then lA+BJl >, max [jlAli , IIBIJ • 
u@ show that H(A), C(A) and lAfa L'^ max^ *^'^ ^^  
are moduli for the matrix A. I t i s to be zwted that 
certain properties of fi(A), C(A) and UTare already 
discussed by other writers when A i s a square matrix* 
Our results aret therefore, generalizations of certain 
known results. We define U L » [c^ |^y^ (A*A)l a ^ 8®* 
some relations between lA I" and lAl^  • Eguiped with 
these, we get and esctend a nufflber of results about the 
bounds of eh* yalues of a product or sum of two or more 
matrices* The matrices in the product or the sum need 
not be all square* If TT^s ^ ^ square matrix we show 
Tr^min<^v ^ i^^n^s^i^'^nsax^^sV • 
A number of in teres t ing par t icu la r cases are also derived, 
i n pa r t i cu la r , for normal matrices* With the help of 
the modulus of a matrix we can give short proofs of a 
number of r e s u l t s and also obtain the i r generalizations * 
In the l a s t par t of t h i s paper we define a semi-modulus 
for a rectangular complex matrix A • We say that l|A|ii 
i s a semiwnodulus of A i f | A 1 i s a non^negatiye, 
finite<-Yalued function of the elements of A and 
s a t i s f i e s t 
( i ) . IIIAI = 0 iff A = 0. 
( i i ) * lllsAlll s Is] . ilAlll for a l l scalers s . 
( i i i ) . ilA+Bll < llAlll + IllBll . 
( iv) . lABll < IlAlll . IBI . 
We then show that certain weU known functions of the 
elements of a matrix are indeed semi-moduli for that 
matrix* This consideration enables us to get some results 
about the ch, values of a matrix A in tw?ms of those of 
(A+A*^/2 and (A-A»)/2i. 
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A NOTE ON QUASI-IDEMPOTENT MATRICES* 
C. R. MARATHE, Muslim University, Aligarh, India 
1. Introduction. Let ^  be a square matrix of ordtr p over tiie field C of 
complex numbers, and F{x) a polynomial matrix of the same order p over the 
* I am thankful to the referee for his comments and suggestions. 
My thanks are also due to Professor S. M. Shah for his guidance in the preparation of this 
note. 
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ring C[x] of polynomials in the indeterminate x. Huff [ l ] defines A as quasi-
idempotent if A'' = F{r) for ail positive integral r. 
He states that by substituting fractional and negative values for r in F{r) 
we can obtain the corresponding fractional and negative powers oi A. It is, 
therefore, of some interest to know what matrices can possibly be quasi-
idempotent. 
Two necessary and sufficient conditions to determine a quasi-idempotent 
matrix are given by Huff. A few more results about such matrices are obtained 
in this note. 
2. Definitions. Huff has given some definitions which are stated below for 
the sake of convenience. 
(i). If A is q.i.p. (read quasi-idempotent) such that A^'-Fir), then F(x) is 
called "an exponential polynomial matrix" associated with A. 
(ii). Clearly F(x) = '^Akx'' where Ak are square matrices over C of the 
same order as that of A. Thus F(x) is a polynomial in the indeterminate x with 
matric coefficients. If we replace ,r by a square matrix X we get a matric poly-
nomial with matric coefficients. Huff calls the latter the image of the first. There 
is a natural isomorphism between (C[JY'])p and Cp[X]. Thus if F{x) =Ae+AiX 
-i-Aix'+ • • • •i-Akx'', then the image F*{X) of F{x) is given by 
F*(X) = ^0 + AiX + AiX^ + • • • + AiX\ 
and F*(X) is called "the exponential matric polynomial" associated with A. 
(iii). If A is q.i.p. a necessary and sufficient condition proved by Huff is 
A{A —7)* = 0 for some positive integer k, I being the unit matrix of the same 
order as A. Further, if « is such that .4 (.4 — / ) " 5^  0 but 4^ (^ 4 —/)"+'= 0, then n 
is called the index of the q.i.p. matrix A. 
(iv). If A is q.i.p., Huff has shown that there is an "identity" matrix Bo 
for A such that AB(, = BaA =A and (A —Bo)"+^ = 0. In case A is non-singular. 
Bo equals I. 
3. Uniqueness and existence. 
THEOREM 1. Given a q.i.p. matrix A, there is a unique exponential polynomial-
matrix F{x) associated with A, and conversely, given an exponential polynomial 
matrix F{x), there is a unique q.i.p. matrix A associated with F{x). 
Proof. For a given q.i.p. matrix A the existence of a unique F*{X) is stated 
by Huff. Now there is a natural isomorphism between (CtX])^ and Cp[J'k']. 
Hence uniqueness of F*{X) implies the uniqueness of F{x). 
The converse is obvious. For, if possible, let there be two q.i.p. matrices A 
and B associated with the same exponential polynomial matrix F{x). Hence 
A' — F{r) =B' for all positive integers r. In particular, when r equals 1 we get 
A^B. 
I. 
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4. The minimum equation of a Q.I.P. matrix. 
THEOREM 2. The minimum equation of every q.i.p. matrix has only two possible 
distinct roots viz. 0 and 1. 
Proof. Let A be q.i.p. Then for some positive integer k we have: 
A(A - / ) * = 0. 
Thus A satisfies X(X —1)* = 0. Hence if m(\) = 0 is the minimum equation of A 
then OT(X)[X(X —1)*. Hence w(X) can have only two distinct factors X and 
(X —1). Hence the possible distinct roots of w(X) = 0 are zero and unity. 
THEOREM 3. The zero root of the minimum equation of a q.i.p. matrix of index 
n is at most simple and the multiplicity of the unit root is ( M + 1 ) . 
Proof. If A is q.i.p. and n its index then by the definition of the index 
AU -IYT^Q and A{A -7 )»+ ' = 0. So that w(X)|X(X-l)» but w(X)|X(X-l)"+'. 
Hence OT(X) can at best have one nonrepeated factor X and the factor (X —1) 
is repeated (w + 1) times. This proves the theorem. 
It has been observed by Huff that if a q.i.p. matrix A is nonsingular then 
its identity matrix BQ is the universal identity matrix I. This also follows from 
the above theorem. For if A is nonsingular and q.i.p. then the minimum equa-
tion w(X)=0 of A has no zero root. Hence (X —1)"+' = 0 corresponds to 
( ^ - 7 ) ' ' + ' = 0. But also (vl-5o) ' '+i = 0. So 5o = / . 
5. Transforms of Q.I.P. matrices. 
THEOREM 4. Let A be q.i.p. of index n and order p and let B = HAH~* where 
H is a pXp nonsingular matrix over C. Then B is q.i.p. of index n. 
Proof, li f{x) is any polynomial with coefficients in C then/ (B) =f{HAH~^) 
= Hf(A)H-\ P u t / ( x ) = x ( x - l ) ' * + ' . Since ^ is q.i.p. s o / ( 4 ) = 0 . H e n c e / ( 5 ) = 0 . 
Then B is q.i.p. Again as A(A -I^T^O we have B(B-iy = HA(A -lyH-^^O 
since H is not a divisor of zero. Hence the index of B is n. 
In the above theorem H is nonsingular. This theorem can be slightly gen-
eralized even if / / is singular. 
Let H be singular but q.i.p. with F{x) as its associated exponential poly-
nomial matrix and Ga as its identity. F"urther let Go be commutative with A. 
Now H-^ can be defined as i?- i = F ( - l ) and HH-^ = F(0) = Go. Hence/(-B) 
=f{HAH-^)=Hf(A)H-K So that if A is q.i.p. so is B. However, the index of 
B may not be the same as that of A since H may be a divisor of zero. 
THEOREM 5. / / B is the transform of a q.i.p. matrix A, the matrix of trans-
formation being H, then the exponential matric polynomial G*{X) of B is also tJie 
transform by H of the exponential matric polynomial F*(X) of A. 
Proof. Let F*(X) = Fc>+FiX+ • • • -fF^Z* and let G*{X)=Go+GiX 
+ • • • -fG*Z*. Let B^HAH-K Hence H-^BH = A. Now A'^Fir) for all 
\ . 
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positive integers r. So B'^HF*{rI)H~K But the exponential polynomial matrix 
is unique by Theorem 1. Hence G{r) =HF*(rI)H~K Thus the degree of G(x) is 
the same as the degree of F(x) i.e., h = k. Further Gi = HFiH-^ for t = 0 , 1, 2, 
• • • , h = k. Hence we have 
G(x) = HiPa + PiX-\- • •• + Fix'')E~^ 
so that 
G*(X) = ff(Fo + FiX + • •• + F t X * ) ^ - ' 
= EF*(X)B-' 
which proves the theorem. 
6. Characteristic roots of Q.I.P. matrices. The minimum equation of a 
q.i.p. matrix is not in general its characteristic equation. For example consider 
the unit matrix / of order p. As / is idempotent it is also q.i.p. The minimum 
equation of / is X —1 =0 , while its characteristic equation is (X —1)'' = 0. 
THEOREM 6. The possible distinct characteristic roots of a q.i.p. matrix A 
are zero and unity. The multiplicity of the unit root equals the rank of A while the 
multiplicity of the zero root equals its nullity. 
Proof. The distinct characteristic roots of a matrix are the distinct roots 
of its minimum equation. The minimum equation of a q.i.p. matrix has only 
two distinct roots viz., zero and/or unity. So the distinct characteristic roots of 
a q.i.p. matrix are possibly zero and unity onl3^ 
If A is q.i.p. of order n and nonsingular then there is no zero root of the 
characteristic equation. Hence the multiplicity of the unit root is n, the rank 
of ^ . 
If A is singular of rank p = n—ff, wherecr is its nullity, then the characteristic 
roots of A contain <r zero roots and the remaining roots are non-zero. Now as 
A is q.i.p. all the remaining roots are unity, their number being p, which proves 
the theorem. 
The converse of the above theorem is not necessarily true. A matrix may 
have distinct characteristic roots zero and/or unity and yet it may not be 
q.i.p. 
For example 
A = 
has distinct characteristic roots zero and unity. Now the minimum equation of 
A is X''(X —1) = 0 , and so by Theorem 3 is not q.i.p. 
Reference 
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ja-MATRIGES* 
By 
C. R. MARATHE 
Introduction : 
Jackson [1] showed some properties of real matrices 
•whose elements are partially ordered. He defines such matrices 
as "non-circulatory" and states that they occur in connection 
with industrial production sheduling. 
By extending this concept of 'partial ordering' slightly 
in a different direction it is possible to arrive at matrices 
which are in no way rare in the general matrix literature. In 
particular, any real diagonal matrix is one of them. 
For our present purpose we define : 
Definition 1. Psuedo /^-matrices. 
Let ju, be any real number and [/»,„„] be an MxN matrix 
with real elements. For integers m, m' e[l, M], we write 
m ~^m' (read m precedes m') if there exists an integer n €[1, jV] 
such that 
Pmn<H'<Pm'n (1) 
We write m~^m' if there exists a sequence tUi, m^, ••• m^  of 
integers in the interval [1, M] such that : 
m ^nti, My ^mg, .•• m^.i -3/^^, nt], -3m'. 
The relation ' -3' is merely the extension of ' ^ ' to be transi-
tive and for m^m' we still say simply "m precedes m"\ 
If {p^n\ is such that no m can precede itself then we say 
that the matrix [pmn] is a "psuedo /x-matrix". 
* Received on 8 th March, 1955 
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Theorem 1. 
Let [_pmn] be a psuedo /j,-matrix. By permutations of 
rows and permutations of columns, [pnxn\ can be always reduced 
to a matrix [^ mn] with the property that if: 
(i) qst>P' then qmn^P- for m^s; w^^and if 
(ii) Jhjc<ju. then q^n^l^ foi" ?w^/^; n'^k. 
Further, the existence of such a matrix [q^n] is both neces-
sary and sufficient for [pmn] to be a psuedo /x-matrix. 
Proof: 
The proof of the above theorem is, except for slight 
modifications and extension, essentially the same as found in 
[1], jLi being zero there. 
(fl) Proof of sufficiency: It is obvious that interchanges 
of rows and columns will not destroy the psuedo /ti-property 
of a matrix so that it will be enough to see that a matrix [qmn] 
as described in the theorem is a psuedo ju-matrix. This result 
is established by contradiction. 
Suppose m ^m', then there exists nti, m^, ... m^ such that 
rn^nti, nii^m^, ••• mj^^m; there must exist n, n^, n^, ... rii. 
s u c h t h a t ? m n < / ^ < ? m i n ; ?Tn in i< f*<?m2ni ; ••• ?m|cnfc</^<5'mnfc-
But the condition on [§'„„] insists that m>nt^>m^...>m^>m, 
the required contradiction. 
{b) Proof of necessity: We noted before that if {pmn\ s^ 
psuedo |U.-matrix then ' -3' defines a partial ordering of the 
interval of integers [1, M]. Hence it is easy to construct (by 
induction) a one-to-one transformation j8: [1, AfJ-^[l, M] 
such that m^m' imp'nes ^{m)>^{m'). Define j!7°j3(„)^  =/>„„, 
m€[l,M],n€[l,JV].Up^„<lx<pJ„, thenm ^m' so^{m)>^{m'). 
Hence it is not possible that in [p°mn] an element which is less 
than /u. be directly above an element which is greater than fi; 
that is the elements in each column are greater than or atmost 
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equal to ju down to some point, and below that point the ele-
ments are less than or at the most equal to [JL. Under these 
circumstances, it is obviously possible to interchange columns 
of iP°mn\ in such a way as to get a matrix [?„,„] satisfying the 
condition of the theorem. 
The above establishes part (i) of the theorem. Part (ii) 
follows from part (i). Thus when qhk<f^ then let, if possible, 
<lmk>l^^ h<m^M. But if qmk>H- then by part (i) all ^JJC^/A, 
i={\,2,...h,---m—l). This means gh^^/u, which contradicts 
the hypothesis that 5;jj.<ju,. Hence ^^{.^/A for m^A. Similarly 
we can see that if q^^<fj, then qki^H' for j^k. This establi-
shes part (ii). 
Corollary I ' l . Transpose of a psuedo ^-matrix is itself 
a psuedo /^-matrix. This follows from the fact that transpose 
of [q,nn] is a psuedo ju-matrix. 
Remarks. I ' l . The property of a certain matrix to be a 
psuedo |a-matrix is not destroyed by elementary transforma-
tion which permutes its rows and columns. 
Remark. r 2 . The definition of a psuedo /^-matrix could 
be as well stated : 
If p^n<l^<Pmn' th^^ let US Say that n -gw'. A matrix is a 
psuedo jLi-matrix if no n precedes itself. 
That these two definitions of a psuedo ^-matrix are equi-
valent can be readily verified from the following consideration. 
Let P=[pmn] be a psuedo ju,-matrix. By corollary 1"1. 
P'=[pnm\} the transpose of P, is also a psuedo /x-matrix. In 
P' the letters n & m are interchanged i. e. columns of P 
become rows of P'. Hence ri s obey the same inequality (1) 
as obeyed by rn s. 
Definition 2: Type 1 ordered form: We saw that a 
psuedo /M-matrix [/'mn] can be always reduced to a matrix \jqmr^ 
2.9. 
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as observed in theorem 1. This matrix [q^n] will be called 
"type 1 ordered form" of [pmn]- It is possible to get another 
ordered form of [/>„„]. 
Theorem 2. 
Let [pmn] t>^  ^ psuedo /x-matrix. By permutations of 
rows and permutations of columns, [/>„„] can be always reduced 
to a matrix [r,„„] with the property that if (i) r^^Kfj, then 
^mn^{^ for m^s, ns^t and if (ii) TJ^U^IJ. then r^^'^^i form^A; 
Proof: The proof follows directly by theorem 1. Consi-
der the matrix Q,= [qmn]^ the type 1 ordered form of a psuedo 
jti-matrix [/>,„„]. If [pmn] is MxM so is d. Let J^ denote the 
sub-diagonal matrix having unity for sub-diagonal elements 
the order of Jj^ being MxM. Then J M ^ J N = = - ^ where R = 
[r^n] is the required matrix. We note that i? is a psuedo 
/z-matirx since multiplication by J simply permutes the rows 
and columns of Q^. 
Definition 3. Type 2 ordered form: The matrix [r„^ „] 
refered to in theorem 2 is obviously another ordered form of 
the psuedo ju-matrix [/»„„]• ^^^ shall say that [r„„] is "type 
2 ordered form" of [^^J. 
Every psuedo ju,-matrix has both type 1 and type 2 order-
ed forms. 
In general these two ordered forms (type 1 and type 2) 
of a psuedo /li-matrix are different i.e. Q,= [^^n] and R = \r^^ 
are not necessarily the same. However, in certain cases, it 
may happen that these two forms coincide. By the statement 
that 'the two forms coincide' we do not mean that Qj=R neces-
sarily. We accordingly define: 
Definition. 4. ju.-matrix: A psuedo jU-matrix is a /x-mat-
rix if the two ordered forms (type 1 and type 2) coincide. 
30. 
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It is to be noted that every ju-matrix is a psuedo ju,-matrix 
but a psuedo ju,-matrix is not necessarily a /x,-matrix. 
Definition 5. Ordered form of a ja-matrix: In defini-
tions 2 and 3 two ordered forms of a psuedo /x-matrix were 
considered. By definition, a jn-matrix is that in which both 
these forms coincide. This means that a //.-matrix has only 
one common ordered form which is both type 1 and type 2. 
This common ordered form will be called 'the ordered form' 
of a ju,-matrix. Thus if ^=[ajj] be a ju-matrix then A has the 
ordered form B=[bij] which is got by permutations of rows 
and columns of ^ and such that whenever b^^>ii, b^n^jx for 
m^s, n^t and also if bh^<.fi then ^^„^ju, for m^h, n^k. 
An elementary result in connection with ju,-matrices is 
now established. 
Theorem 3. 
If some element, in a row or a column of a /^-matrix 
exceeds fi then no other element in that row or column is less 
than ju.. Also if a row or a^column contains an element which 
is less than ju, then no other element in that row or column 
exceeds fj,. Thus if ^=[a,j] is a />i-matrix and if aij>/x then 
drj^IJi' for all r^i and AJIC /^A for all k^j. Similarly if ajt</x 
then «rc^/^ for 2,11 r^i and fl^j^ju, for all k^j 
The above condition is both necessary and sufficient. 
Proof of Mecessity. Let ^=[(2y] be a /x-matrix of order 
ipXq). As explained in definition 5, 'order' A to B=[bij]. 
B is a. jLi-matrix since permutations of rows and columns of a 
matrix do not destroy its/Li-property (Remark I'l.) It will be 
shown first that B satisfies the conditions stated in the theorem. 
Unless A has all its elements equal to /u,, B can not have 
all its elements equal to /x. If A has all its elements equal to 
fi, which is a trivial case, then the conditions of theorem 3 
3i. 
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are satisfied and A is obiously a ju,-matrix. Consider, therefore, 
the case when some elements of A and hence of B are not 
equal to (M. 
Suppose bij >iM then as B is ordered form of A hence all 
elements which precede bij in the ith row are greater than ju. 
or utmost equal to /x. Hence if there be any element less than 
/x. in the ith row, at all, it must occur after b^. If possible, let 
bik<y^i {j^^k^q). But as 5 is ordered this requires that all 
elements including b,^ which precede b^^ in the ?th row are less 
than or equal to /u.. This contradicts the hypothesis that bn,>iJi. 
Hence there can not be any element in the ith row which is less 
than jx. Similarly, considering /'st</x it can be shown that no 
element of ^th row can exceed /x. What is true of rows is also 
true of columns with similar argument. 
It is to be noted that if some row of a matrix contains 
elements which are less than or equal to ju. then any permuta-
tions of this row do not destroy this individual property of 
that row. Similarly for a column. Hence permuting the rows 
and columns of B so as to get back the original matrix A we 
see that A satisfies the conditions imposed on its rows and 
columns by theorem 3. This proves that the condition is 
necessary. 
To establish the proof of sufficiency the following is to 
be noted: I. Let a matrix C be such that its rows and columns 
satisfy the conditions stated in theorem 3. Then permutations 
of rows or of columns of C will give a matrix say D such that 
the rows and columns of D still satisfy those conditions. This 
has been already mentioned earlier. II. Let C=[c,j] be a 
matrix with real elements whose rows and columns satisfy 
the conditions of theorem 3. Further, let ^th row of C 
contain elements which equal or exceed /x and let /th column 
of C contain elements which do not exceed ju,. Then the 
element at the intersection of i'th row and tth. column 
equals jx. 
3,1. 
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For sth row has elements which are not less than /A hence 
Cst^fi. Again ^th column of C contains elements which do 
not exceed /x. Hence c^^^fx,. Therefore c^^ = yi. Similarly, if 
j&th row of C contains elements which do not exceed /xand qih. 
column has elements which equal or exceed }x then Cpq=/i. 
Proof of sufficiency. Let A={a,i) be a matrix of order 
[pX q) and such that its rows and columns satisfy the conditions 
of theorem 3. 
If A contains all elements each equal to (M then A is cer-
tainly a ju-matrix. Suppose, therefore, that A contains some 
elements which exceed /x or some elements which are less than 
/i or possibly both. Permute the columns of A so that all the 
columns that contain at least one element less than jit are se-
parated from those that contain at least one element greater 
than /A. Let the columns (if anyj which have all elements 
equal to ju. stand together. This permutation will not affect 
the properties of the rows and columns as observed in I. This 
new matrix, B say, has the submatrix form : 
B=[Bi, B2, Bs] 
where B contains elements ^ju,, B^ contains elements greater 
than or equal to fj. and B^ has all elements equal to fi. For 
definiteness, let B^ has s columns, B^ has t columns and .63 
has {q—s—t) columns. All have p rows. It is possible that 
some of the above submatrices\6i {i=l, 2, 3) be absent. 
Consider B^. If each row of B contains at least one 
entry which is <;u then by observation II, B2 is a matrix with 
all entries equal to |H. Hence B is equivalent to a matrix 
C=[Ci, 6*2] where Q is a submatrix containing elements which 
do not exceed /x and Q has all elements equal to ju,. Clearly 
C is a /x-matrix. 
Let Bi have some rows which have all elements equal 
to [J,. Let there be r such rows in all in Bi- Interchange 
33 . 
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the rows of B so that all these r rows of B^ come at the top of 
Bx- Let this new matrix be designated as D. Then D has the 
form : 
21 • ^ 2 2 •' -^23 
where £)ij are submatrices. D^^ contains elements all equal 
to ju and has order (rXi). D^i is of order (p—r) Xs and 
contains elements which do not exceed ^ while D^^ has order 
f/Xt) and has elements which equal or exceed p. and D^^ is 
of order (p—r) X t containing elements only equal to /x. Di^ 
and 2)23 have elements all equal to ju. This shows that D is 
the ordered from of some ju-matrix. Hence D and so B and 
so y4 is a ju.-matrix. 
In case there be no elements less than [M in A then clearly 
yl is a ju.-matrix. 
This shows that the condition is sufficient. 
Corollary 3"1. The transpose of a/x-matrix is a jL6-matrix. 
Corollary 3'2. The ordered form 5 of a ju.-matrix 4^ can 
be expressed as : 
r^i • -^21 
B = 
Bs'.B^ 
where B^ are submatrices such that By and ^4 contain all 
elements equal to /x, i?2 has elements ^/x. while ^3 elements ^ju,. 
This follows immediately from the consideration of the 
matrix Z) mentioned in sufficiency proof of theorem 3. Firstly, 
it is to be noted that D is precisely the ordered form of the 
//.-matrix J . Write i?i for D^, ^2 foi" [-^ 12- -^is]; B^ ioxDzi 
and B^ for [Z>22 i ^ ^23]• Then D=B and the result follows. 
Remark 3"1. Let J=[«;^] be a /z-matrix. Let s rows 
and t columns of A contain elements some of which are less 
than ju. Then the total number of elements of A which are 
less than /A does not exceed st. Similarly ifj& rows and q columns 
•2.4. 
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of A contain elements some of which exceed ju then the total 
number of elements of A which are greater than ju does not 
exceed pq. Also in such circumstances the number of elements 
which equal ju, can not be less than A where X=pt-\-sq. 
This result follows at once from consideration of the sub-
matrices Z)y of D in theorem 3 above. 
Remark 3"2. Every real matrix can be expressed as the 
sum of two /^-matrices. One way to do this is to sift the ele-
ments of the given matrix as less than |LI and greater than or 
equal to /x. 
Thus, let P be a general matrix. Consider the two 
matrices Pj and Pg such that those elements of P which are 
less than /A are placed in appropriate positions in Pj while ele-
ments of P which are greater than or equal to ju. are placed in 
appropriate positions in P^ the blank places being filled up by 
zeros. Then P=P^-\-P2^ and Pi and P^ are |U,-matrices. 
Remark 3"3. If /A equals zero the ordered form of a /i-
matrix takes the shape 
rO : POT 
where O's are null, P^ contains elements that are non-negative 
and jVp contains elements that are non-positive. 
B-
Further, rearranging B we get 
where B^ is a /^-matrix. 
rP,:o 
0 :jv„J 
This shows that a diagonal matrix is a particular case of 
a ju-matrix. 
jw-matrices can be of various appearances. A matrix 
all of whose elements are equal to the same real multiple of 
/i, is /A-matrix. A matrix whose non-diagonal elements are 
G 2 2 
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all equal to the same real multiple of jn or all non-subdiagonal 
elements are equal to the same real multiple of /i is a 
/x-matrix. A matrix in which all the elements are^|L6 and a 
matrix in which all the elements are^/x are ju-matrices. In 
particular, a null matrix, a diagonal matrix, a subdiagonal 
matrix, a matrix having all non-positive entries and a matrix 
having all non-negative entries are |U,-matrices. (/ii = 0) 
Although a ju-matrix in its mo^t general form is rather 
inconvenient to handle its ordered form is not so. This ordered 
form is obtained by permutations of rows and columns of the 
orginal matrix. Hence those properties of a matrix which are 
not affected by such permutations of its rows and columns are 
best studied by considering this ordered form. The rank and 
orthogonality are not affected by such permutations. 
Rank of a fi-matrix. 
Definition. 6. j^t-great and /x-small arrays: It was seen 
in theorem 3 that a ju.-matrix can not have in the same row 
or column elements some of which are less than /x and greater 
than ix. 
If the ^th row of a /n-matrix has some elements which 
exceed fi we shall say that the ^th row is /x-great. Similarly 
if the fth i-ow of a /7,-matrix has some elements which are less 
than fi we shall say that the ^th row is /x-small. Similarly for 
the columns. In particular, if |U.=0 then /x-great is equivalent 
to 'positive' and /x-small to 'negative'. 
Motation. 1. Let us denote a matrix which contains: 
(i) all elements^/x by G/x 
(ii) all elements^iu, by /^x 
(iii) all elements = |tx by Af. 
It is to be noted that GjH, Syu and M are all /ix-matrices. 
Further, corrosponding small letters shall denote corros-
ponding individual elements that is ^ /x means an element which 
is greater than or equal to /x. 
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These letters occurring at different places do not, neces-
sarily, indicate the same matrices or elements. 
Notation 2. Let ^ be a ju-matrix and let: 
a = number of /x-great rows of A 
a'-= „ „ „ columns of J 
j3 = „ „ /x-small rows of ^ 
yS'= „ „ „ columns of ^ . 
Let r{A) denote the rank A. 
Theorem 4. 
If ^ is a jLi-matrix then 
(i) r M X m i n ( a + ^ ' + l , a'+;8+l) if/^T^O 
and (ii) r ( ^ X m i n (a+jS' , a'+jS ) if |a = 0. 
Proof. Let A be of order {pXq). Then ordering A to 
B by corollary 3*2 B has the form: 
[Bl:Bi}\six':'M\ 
where B^ is (aXa') and B^ is (|3X|3') also r{A)=r{B). 
Consider B^ If a ' < a then augment B by a subm tnx 
M of order px {a—a). This insertion of M will not affect the 
number of/x-great and /i-small rows and columns of A. Also 
if ^<j6' take ((8'—^) rows every element of which equals /x and 
place them in B so as to lie at the bottom of 5 . This, again, 
will net affect the number of/x-great and /x-small rows and co-
lumns oi B (and hence of ^ ) . The rank of-S may be affected. 
But, in any case, if the new matrix so got is designated by C 
then 
riA)=r{B)^r{C). (4.1; 
This done, C has the form: 
C-
t'O . C/1 L<-'3 [Sfi-.M. 
37-
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Now C'2 has order (aXa^') where a^'^-a. From Cg form 
a square submatrixQg of order (aXa) such that its first column 
is the same as the first column, of C2 and the remaining (a—1) 
columns in C22 are taken from the remaining {a^—1) columns 
o fQ. 
Similarly, Cg is of order (jS x^^ S') where /3i^j3'. From 
C3 form a square submatrix C33 of order (^'X^') and such that 
C33 has its first row the same as the first row of C33 and the remain-
ing ( '^—1) rows of C33 are taken from the remaining (^ 81—1) 
rows of C3. Rearrange C as to take a new form D where: 
Ai \ C22 .* Ojj, 
sli:'M':'M 
Clearly G/x has order aX {ax'—a.) and 6/M. has order (jS^—|3)xjS' 
while the M\ are submatrices with appropriate orders. Ex-
press D as: 
(4-2) D-
where D^ has order (a+/3'-|-l)^and is of form 
Wc 22 
D,-.C,^M: :M 
M :/xj 
where the last submatrix M on the extreme right is a column 
vector and the bottom submatrix Af is a row vector. 
a—1) and 
/3'+l)' a-
The matrix G/x (4'2) has order (a4-j3'4-1) X {a^ 
Sfj, is ( / ^ j - ^ - l ) x ( a + ^ ' + l ) , the order of A is 
and it is likely that |Z)i |^0. Hencer 
KCA)<(a+i3'+l). 
From D form any other minor of order (a4-j8'+2) and 
containing the minor \D\\- This can be done only in the 
following way: 
Considering the form (4"2) of Z) we can form a minor of 
order (a+^'+2) containing \Di\, by taking any one column from 
3%. 
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(7/Aandany one row from SIM and forming the minor, say 1-Di*| 
of order (a+j3'+2) of the form 
Pi where Gfj, is a 
column vector and S^ a row vector. Writing D^ fully we have 
M C22' Gju. 
C33 M : M 
^•33- £ 
where the sub-
matrix E is Gfj. of order (a+j3'+2) X (a+2). The total /n-great 
rows of £• are equal to a. Hence any determinant of order 
(a+2) formed from any (a+2) rows of £ vanishes. For such a 
determinant has at least two identical rows viz-, rows having all 
the elements ecj[ual to fj,. Hence by Laplace's expansion [2] 
of \Di* [ wtih respect to the columns of £• gives [Z)i* |=U. This 
shows that while a minor [DJI of order (a+j8'+l) of Z) is not 
possibly zero, every minor \Di*\ of order (a+jS'+2) and contain-
ing \Di\ is necessarily zero. Hence [3] 
r(Z>)=r(Z)i)<(a+^'+l). 
But r{D)=^r{C) and by (4.1) we get 
(4-3) r(^)<a+^'+l. 
If ^ ' is the transpose of ^ then r[A) =r[A'). Further, in 
A', a=number of ju,-great columns, a'=number of ju-great rows, 
j8 = number of jU.-small columns and j8' = number of /x-small 
rows. A' is also a jU-matrix. Hence applying the result (4.3) 
for A' we get 
(4-4) r (^ ' )<« '+i8+l 
(4-3) and (4-4) together give r ( ^ X m i n (a+j8'+l, a'+)S+l). 
If jLt = 0, a slight modification of the above proof will show 
that r ( ^ )^min (a+j3', a'+jS). This is so because in this 
event r(£)iXa+jS' and every minor |Z)i*| of order (a+^ '+ l ) 
formed out of the elements of D and containing \D^ \ vanishes 
showing that r(-D)^a+;8' the remaining steps being similar. 
3.5. 
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Remark 4'1, The rank of a matrix A of order {mXn) has 
always an upper bound. For if m^n say then r[A)^MT yrt 
However, if ^ is a /x-matrix we can, possibly, improve 
upon this upper bound. 
Thus, let ^ be a ;u,-matrix of order {mXn) andm^w say. 
With the notation of the theorem clearly a + ^ ^ m ; a'-f-jS'^w. 
But r ( ^ ) < a + | 8 ' + l ; K ^ X a ' + j S + l . 
Hence r{A) < m - {^-^'-1) and 
r(^XOT—(a—a'—1). Hence 
if a > ( a ' + l ) or j8>(|8'+l) then r{A)<m. If/x=0 r{A)<m if 
a>a or ^>i3'. 
Theorem 5. 
In a non-singular ju,-matrix a=a ' and j8=|S'. 
Proo/. Let ^ be a non-singular /x-matrix of order (mxm). 
Hence (5'1) a-\-a'^m; )3+j8'^?r?. Since A is non-singular 
r[A)=m. By theorem 4 (whether/XT^O or iu.=0) (5"2) ?'(^) 
=/ri<a+i3'+l; m<a '+i3+l . 
Considering (5"1) and (5"2) we get the result. 
Remark 5'1. If )H7^ 0 and ^ is a non-singular ju,-matrix of 
order {pxp) there arise two cases: 
(1) a-\-P=p (2) a+i8+l=/ ' . There is no other possibili-
ty. For if a4-j8+K=jf), ('<>1) then m = 0 as there are two or 
more rows and columns that are identical viz-, contain ele-
ments all equal to JJ.. For future considerations we shall 
associate with a non-singular //.-matrix A of order (pXp) two 
numbers m and n, where m=a and n will be either /3 or j8+l. 
So that m~\-n=p. 
In case /x=0 there is only one case namely a'\-^=p. For 
if a.-\-^^K=p, {K> 1) then A will contain one or more arrays of 
4 0 . 
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zeros and |^[ will be zero. Hence if/x=0 we have necessarily 
m=a and n=^. 
Orthogonal y.-matrices. 
It is possible to obtain a few elementary results in connec-
tion with orthogonal /x-matrices. 
Let ^ be a non-singular /x-matrix of order (pxp). As 
observed in remark 5"1 we associate the two numbers m and n 
with A. These two numbers, to some extent, give the character 
of the /x-matrix A. In particular, when we shall consider 
psuedo-orthogonal /x-matrices our choice will naturally fall on 
m and n. 
Definition 7. In orthogonality consideration of a /x-matrix 
we need another form of the matrix. This form is obtained 
immediately from the ordered form. Thus, let B be the 
ordered form of a /x-matrix A. Then by corollary 3 "2 
]M: Ga 
B-^ . . . 
Let B^ be another matrix got from B by interchanging first 
and second column (block) of-B. Thus 
Bd-^r. . . . 
\Ad : S^l 
We say that B^ is the diagonal form of ^ . ^^ is a ju.-matrix. 
When A is non-singular then in B^, G/x is of order [mxm), 
5^ 1 of order {nXn). Now let B^ be the diagonal form of an 
\C-D\ 
orthogonal/x-matrix ^:(/;X/'). Write i?a=^*!w where, as 
observed earlier, Cis G/xof order {mXm),FhS[ji of order [nXn), 
Z) is M o/order {mXn) and £ is M of order {nxm). B^ is 
symmetrically partioned with respect ot the leading diagonal. 
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Hence if B'^ is the transpose of B^ then submatrix—wise pro-
duct -Sj-S'j is possible. If J is orthogonal so must be B^. Hence 
B, B'i= C D E F 
C D 
EF' -M 
Since D' = E. From (1) we obtain 
CC = I^^DE; FF' = h-ED 
CD^DF'=0=EC'^FE 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
But - DE= nix'' ED=miJ? so (2) gives 
and (3) gives 
,FF'^I^-miji? (4) 
L J m L J m L in 1 
[ " imr Tin r l " r ' 
where <^= [^ij]^' ^ = [./i]^ • 
' First equation in (5) shows that: 
(5) 
'j 
IL 
^s ^Is ^s hs • • ^s ^Is ^ l^sfls ^sfzs 
/ ^s ^ms ^s ^ms • • •^ s ^ms 
^sfn 
l^sJls^sfis • • ^sfn 
=0..(6) 
where S, Cis=C(i+Cj2+. . H-Cj„ 
and ^sfis=\fa+f,2+ • • • +fin-
The above two matrices are each of order {mXn). 
Similarly the second equation in (5) shows that 
l^ 
TV 
^s^ls ^ / 2 s • • ^s^ms-' 
+/^  
^ s As ^sJls ' • ^sfls^ 
k • • • • =0 (7) 
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If f(,=0, (6) and (7) are satisfied and (4) gives CC'=I^; 
FF'==In showing that C and F are orthogonaL Hence: 
Theorem 6. 
If a jLt-matrix (/x=0) is orthogonal then the separate 
submatrices formed out of its jU,-great (positive) and /n-small 
(negative) rows and columns are separately orthogonal. 
Tiiis condition is both necessary and sufficient. 
Corollary 6 ' 1. 
If |Li = 0 an orthogonal /u,-matrix A of order (pxp) has at 
best A independent elements where A=-—^^—^ + 1—a .^ 
For if Bj^ is the diagonal form of A then 
as observed in remark 3'3. Since A is orthogonal, by theorem 
6 Pg and No are orthogonal. But P^ is faXa) and jV^ is (iSXjS). 
Pg has |a(a—1) independent elements [2]. Similarly, jV^ 
has |,8(/3—1) independent elements. The O's contribute 
at best only one independent element namely zero itself. Hence 
A has J{a(a—1)-|-/3(;S—1)]4-1 independent elements, putting 
a-\-^=p we get the result. 
If jUT^ O then (6) and (7) show that 
2 ' / i ,=2 ' /25= ••• --=S,c^.^^=y say and) ,^^ 
Hence 2^2J^c,^=my and E^E^f^^ =—VY- • • • (9) 
In particular, if m = «, (9) gives i^jiJ^fc^f+Zs.) = 0 and 
(4) gives CC'—Fh'. We put these results in a theorem. 
Theorem 7. 
If a jix-matrix A is orthogonal (ju^^O) and if its diagonal 
form is expressed as B^ = 
G 2 3 
'C D' 
E F. where C= ' \ 
m 
m 5 
/ i ' 
A3,. 
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and D, E are appropriate M matrices then 
CC ^I^—nfi^ , FF'^h-mii'' 
and %+%-!-•••+fim = y say (z=l , 2, ...m) 
l&fit+-~\-fin=-y (^=1,2, . . .«). 
where y is some constant. U m = n then CC ~FF' and 
Psuedo-ortfiagonal jx-matrices. 
A matrix P of order (/^ X/)) is psuedo-orthogonal [4] if 
P'JP=J where P' is the transpose of P and 7= 
some integral positive m and n such that m^n=p. 
-L for 
y4s observed earlier, if P is a jU,-matrix it has two num-
bers m and n associated with it. How far can these num.bers 
be useful in psuedo-orthogonal considerations? Firstly, we 
have to note that permutations of arrays, unlike orthogonality, 
may destroy the psuedo-orthogonality of a matrix. Hence 
we restrict ourselves only to the diagonal form of a /x-matrix. 
Let B^ be the diagonal form of a //.-matrix of order 
WD} iP^'P)- W'e express, as done earlier, B^ EF where C 
is Gil, F is Sii and D and E are M. C is of order (mxm), 
F of {nXn). Also D' = E. A.s B^ is psuedo-orthogonal we 
have 
C D 
E F 
C D 
E F' J L • J-n 
giving CC' = I,,+DE= I^+n[i^ 
and CD~DF' = 0=EC'~FE 
1 . -4 
-1 
n I 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
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Once again, if/A = 0, (3) is satisfied and (2) shows that C andi^ 
are individually orthogonal which means: 
Theorem 8. 
For jLt = 0 if the diagonal form of a />t-matrix A is psuedo-
orthogonal then A is orthogonal and conversely. 
If fiT^O then as in theorem 7 we get, after a slight altera-
tion : 
Theorem 9. 
For /u-T^ O if the diagonal form B^ of a ju.-matrix A is psuedo-
orthogonal and B^ is expressed as 
B, C D E F 
where C, D, E, F have the meanings and orders as mentioned 
earlier then 
^'".=iCi. = y ( i = l , 2 , ... m ) ; i ; V i X = y (z=l ,2 , ... n), so 
IJ^Z^c^^^my; Us 2tfst = ny for some constant y. 
In particular if m = n then CC =FF' and Us^t i<^st~fst)=^-
Factorisation of a psuedo-orthogonal ^-matrix in its diagonal form. 
Let B^ be the diagonal form of a /x-matrix A of order 
iP^P)- Let B^ be psuedo-orthogonal. Then Bj^ can be 
factored. The procedure of factorisation is explained by Hsu 
[5]. For reference, the main steps are outlined below: 
Since B^ is psuedo-orthogonal we have 
L • nJ L • nJ 
Hence (i) CC'=I^+DE (ii) FF' = I,,+ED 
(iii) CD=DF' (iv) EC'=FE. 
As. 
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By (i) and (ii), C and Fare non-singular. Let 
C~^ = [c''] and F~^=IP]. by (iii) and (iv) 
since D^E', D-CU; E=FU' (2) 
Where t/is some (mxn) matrix. This shows U=C~^E' ==C''^D 
and so U'^E{C-y 
UU'=C~^ DE {C-y 
m 
==c-y 1 
1 
n 
m 
1 
1 
in 
m 
n 
r» 
-1 \ / (3) 
= w^ ^ 0 say where 0 = C ^ i \ ' (C-^) 
Substitution in (i) and (ii) gives {C~^C)-^=I„,--'UU'; [F'Fy^ 
=I~UU'. . . . (4) 
(4) shows that the latent roots of UU' are < 1 . Again by (3) 
since UU'=n\i? ^ ,'. f(f/6") =f(0) = 1 as (7 is non-singular 
and 1 has only one independent row or column. Hence 
L''f/'has only one latent root say A/1+A. This means B^ may 
be expressed as 
^d= fA+A) (A+4 -J (A+ -^2 ) . . • • (5) 
where P^, Q^ are orthogonal of order [mxm) and F^, Q2, are 
orthogonal of order {nxn) while 
ri+A)^/2y_pQ _^0 Ai^ 2y_j_o ... _|io -
/^ [ A ' ^ ' ^ + 0 ... + 0 (l-i-A)i/2^-f ... + 0 . . 
In case n = m (5) takes the form 
(6) 
The latent root A/1 -{-X is the latent root of €> and 
(' V As SJ ,2s Sf^''' 
E/' r/^ ... S.c'^' 
Further the elements C;^  satisfy conditions stated in theorem 9. 
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It is possible to express UU' in elements of F also. 
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PAPER I V . 
OH MMmojBS musm BY oommTATom 
'^* l33.trodaction a M Definitions t 
Let A and B be imaa) loatrlces over a field F • 
I*et f (x,y) be a polynomial over F in the non-commut-
ing indertermlnates x and y. If ^^(x) and iJg*'^^ 
are cliaracteristic functions of A and B respectively, what 
can be said about the characteristic function jfJCx) of 
f(A,B) ? tehen A and B are arbitrary matrices a satisfacto-
ry answer to the above question is not easy. However, 
when A and B are certain specified matrices it is 
possible to get some information about ^(x). In recent 
years many attenspts are made in this direction, A typical 
result due to Goddard & Schneider f4, l^ hm. lj covers a 
number of special cases proved earlier by various writers 
including Brauer Tl] , Cioddard [53 i Motzkin and 
Tmisskgr 1^2 , Perfect [9»10j , Schneider CH] and 
others. Goddard & Schneider [4] make use of certain 
properties of a commutator matrix. 
In what follows, f^ will denote the set of all (sxs) 
matrices over F. Likewise, JP^^ will stand for the set 
of (ext) matrices over I, 1^ will denote the unit 
matrix of order (sxs).By f(x^,..,x^) we denote a polyno-
mial over F in the non-commutins Indeterminates x. . 
By )P1 is meant the det(P) when P is a square 
matrix. For A in P^ ^ , B in P^ , a matrix X 
47. 
48. 
in ^ wi l l be cal led a comiBUtator from A to B i f 
AX a XB, 
in symbols X s { A J B } , Unless otiierwise stated we 
Shall always take A in P„, B in F^ and X in J ^ 
and r(X) = r« Purtheri to avoid exceptional cases, we 
adopt tiie convention tiiat a null (square; matrix iias 
characteristic function unity. Also, a null (square) 
matrix will hecve index unity when considered as a nil-
potent matrix. In 'theorem 4, below, we introduce and 
define three polynomials 0(x), p(x) and q(x) in P[x] . 
These polynomials at different places need not be the 
same, although they will have the same general interpreta-
tion. By a similarity transformation of A is meant a 
transformation of the type PAP where P in I is non-
singular. In general, any tranaform (not necessaidly 
a similarity transform) of a matrix P will be indicated 
by P , the actual transformation being clear from the 
context, 
2. Some results about Oonaimtators j 
TliECREM 1 . 
(i). Let 0 in P , D iji F be such that X = {AiBj , 
and X = lC:D3 , Then X = {_f(A,C) J f(B,D)} . 
(ii). l2E s = 1,2,..,t , le£ A^ be in F^ , an^ 
\ i£ ^m such that X s [A^ » B^} . 'Jhen 
X = {f(A^,..,A^) t f(B^,..,B^)] . 
PECX)P « We consider (ii) as (i) is a particular case of 
(ii) « We may write 
49. 
JU 
where c^ are in F and fj|^ (x^ ,»tyx:^ ) is a single product 
term* lor example, if 
fCx^jXgfX,) « 3aqx23E|x2X^X2 • 5x|x2 + 6x| + 2 
then f^Cx^jXgjX^) » x^ Xgac^ acgX^ x^  , f^Cx^.XgiX^) = 1 etc., 
and c^ = 5 , Cp = -5 » 0 3 = 6, and c^ » 2. Asai^» ©ach 
f^(x^,«*,x^) can he further expressed as s 
f. CX-, I • ,X. )a:Cx^  Xp • ^ X^ ) (x^ X^ • .Xi. ) • • (x^ Xp « .Xi. ) , 
where a.^^ b., ••, e^ ^ are non-negative integers. Many of 
them may he zero* ( fe assma© that x? a 1.) For example, 
in the polynomial mentioned above we have 
f^Cx^jXgfX,) = (x^.X2*3i|)(x^»X2»x^)(x^»x|,Xj) . 
Consider a typical product t^^m, say 
How X^^ vA^, • • , A. ^ X as A.^  *Ap ••• Ax. ^ 
s A ^ . ^ •••XB^^ since iX « XB 
» A^ • Ag •••• ^ t-1 • ^t 
» ••„ •• „•• •• •* •• •• 
^ B ^ B ^ 1 • 2 • • • • t 
a Xf^^(B^,.,,B^) • 
Hence f.(A , . . jA )X = Xf.(B , . . ,B^) , SDhis shows tha t 
af ter repeated application of the above resu l t we get 
f (A , , . . ,A^)Xa Xf(B^,, . ,B^; . 
50. 
gHEORM 2, l ^ P^ ®^  denote the B-th compound of a 
matrix P . If X = [A « B} then 
(1), Z^ ®^  = {A^®^ t B^^^^ , s = 1,2,.., min(m,n). 
PROQg. We have AX = 2B , Take the s-th compound of 
both the members of this equation. It is known ( see, 
Aitken, A.C, Determinants and llatrlces» 1944, p. 93) that 
the s-th confound of a product of matrices is equal In 
that order to the product of the s-th compounds of the 
factor matrices. Hence (AX)^®^ a A^^^X^®^ , (XB)^ ^^ aJ[^ ^^ B^ ®\ 
This proves the result. 
THEORY 5» Let X a EXQ*"'' , A * PAP^ '' , B a QBQ"'' where 
^ ^a 3J1 i'j^  f <4 in W^^ are non^singiaar. i£ X = [A i B} then 
(2)* X = U « B} , 
and conyerselv, 
PROOF. We have AX = XB , Hence P(AX)Q~'' = P(XB)Q~'' . 
But P(AX)Q"''' = PAP"''PXQ'*'' = la . Similarly P(XB)Q~'^  = XB , 
This proves the result. The converse is obvious. 
Kesult (2) suggests how to get a canonical form for 
X = [A I B} . It is always possible to find P in F^^ , 
Q in tjj^  such that X a I^ 4- 0 . If we take X ss I^ + 0, 
A = PAP^ *^  and B s QBQ"*'' are similarity transformations. 
Similarity transformations do not affect the characteristic 
values ( and also the characteristic function ) of a matrix. 
Hence those properties of A and B which depend on their 
characteristic values, can be best studied in form (2) 
when X = I^ + 0 . 
5« Characteristic Function of Matrices related by ^ 
Commutator s 
51. 
Theorem 4 below is, of course, a special case of [4,!rhm. 1] • 
Nevertheless, it appears cornrenlfent to take Theorem 4 
as a hasis and get other results as its consequences. 
THEQKM 4. If ^ = iA : B} then 
(5). Ixljj - Al = e(x)p(x), 1 xljj^  - B U 9U)q(x) , 
where (i) 0(x), p(x), q(x) are of degree r, n-r, m-r, 
respectivelrV. (ii) e(x) ig the characteristic function 
of X^^ , p(x) is the characteristic function of Ago and 
q(x) is the characteristic function of B22 where A.^ , 
B , ( i,a = 1i2 ) are defined by (4) below . 
PROOF. As explained at the end of the proof of (Theorem 3, 
let Z = I^ + 0 be the canonical form of X = (A » B] . 
Partition A , B each into four submatrices as t 
(4). A « ( _ a n d B = r 
\^1 ^ 2 / \^21 ^22 
where A^^ , B^^ are in F^ and the remainirig submatrices 
are ofkpprox>riate order. Relation (2) then shows that 
1^^ = B^^ , Ag^ = 0, B^2 - ^  • '-^ ^^^ ^ ^"^ ^ ^®^® • 
respectively, the upper and lower triangular (block) form 
/A-,>i &^n\ / Art^ U 
*11 ^ 2 \ ^ /^l 
(5). A « ^ ^ and B = 
V ^  A22/ VB2I ®22> 
Because of (5), the characteristic function of 2^  (and 
hence of A) has two factors (i) e(x) = | xl^ . - Xj^ l , 
(ii) pCx) = l3t^xi«.r "• "^2' • ^^-^la^ly* ciiaracteristic 
function of B has two factors (i) e(x) and (ii) q(x), 
q(x) s: I xljj^ j^, - BggI • This proves the theorem. 
52. 
Corollary 1. Ig£ a = 1,2,..,t, let X = U , i B„} , 
Where A^ is in F_ , B^ is in F^ . Then 
xl^ - f(A^,..,A^)| = e(x)p(x) , 
(6)- , 
xlj^  - f(B^,..,B^) I = 0U)q(x) , 
where 0(x), p(x) and q(x) are*respectively, characteristic 
functions of f^(1,1) « fgdil) , f^(2,2) aaa ^(2,2) 
where f^ ^^ '^ ^ » ^^ = ^*^ J »^3i = 1,2) are defined 
in (7) below. 
PBQQg, By Theorem 1 , (ii) we have 
X = [f(il,»..,A^ ) I f(B^,..,B^)} . 
In Theorem 4, take f(A-,..,A|^ ) in place of A and 
f(B ,,.,B.) in place of B, Denote 
i^ = i:l(A^ ,..,A^ )I^ '' ; fg = QC(B^ ,,.,B^ )Q-'' . 
Partition each of fV^  and fg into four submatrices 
f^(i,3) and t^i±,3) , (i.df =1,2) as : 
/f^(1,1) f_^(1,2)\ /fB(1,1) fB(1.2)^ 
(7). ?^ - & f3 « 
\f^C2.1) f/2.2)/ \fBC2,1) fB(2,2)^ 
where f^(1,1) and fg(l,1) are in P^ , . Now applying 
the results of Theorem 4, we get tne required corollary. 
Corollary 2. ( Goddard & Schneider, [4, Thm. 1] ), 
Let X = iAiBj and let K be In P^ j^^  . Then 
1 xlj^  - f(A,XK)| = 6(x)p(x) , 
(!)• 
|xlj^  - f(B,IX)| « G(x)q(x) J 
(ii). p(x) is a factor of the characteristic function 
55. 
of f(A,0) ang q(x) is a factor of the characteristic 
function of f(B,0). 
^OOF. Clearly X s {XE « KX;^  • In Corollary 1 take 
t = 2, A^ = A, B^ = B, ^ 2 = XK and Bg = KX , So part (i) 
is proved. I'o get (ii) we have to find out the values 
of f^(2,2) and ^ 3(2,2) as explained in (7). Here 
f ^ ^  f(A,xI) , fg « f(B,Kx) where K = (^"^ . 
Thus XK = P(XK)F"'' which when evaluated gives J 
- (^ 1^1 ^12\ ^ / S l ^12 
(8), XK = P(XK)P^ = i for K = ( 
\o 0/ V^ 21 ^ . 
K. - is in F • ITbtis shows that the matrix P transforms 
A to A which has an upper triangular (Block) form 
while the same matrix P transforms XK to a form dis-
played in (8). Prom (8), XK is also upper triangular 
(block) matrix, but more than that, it has the form 
Q ) ^^«^^ ^1 ^ ^ i^ ^rxn • 
Hence in f^(2,2) there will be no contribution from K. 
The same is true of f«(2,2) • Indeed, f .(2,2) and 
and fg(2,2) are independent of K. More specifically, 
f^C2,2) of f(A,XK) is the same as the 1^(2,2) of f(A,0). 
Similarly, fg(2,2) of f(B,X£) is the same as ^3(2,2) 
of fCBjQ). Hence the result is established. 
It may appear from the foregoine discussion that 
if we replace XK by a matrix Y in P^ 
5^. 
¥/ith the property 2 a ^A»Y} and 
Y = ra^-' = (^ -i) . Y, is m if^^ . 
then p(x) would etill be a factor of the characteristic 
function of f(A,0)# Howevert no generality is gained hy 
this. :?or, such a matrix T can be always expressed as a 
product of X with some matrix K in I'^j^n * ^ little 
calculation will suffice to show this. The form (9) shows 
that there exists some matrix Z in F such that 
m 
Y = (I^ + 0)21 . Hence X = P""''(Ip 4- 0)ZP, or 
y = F"''(I + 0)QQ*''ZP = XK , 
Mil' 
Where ^ in F^ is non-singular and K = Q-^ Z^P. (Since 
1 = PXQ"'' = 1 + 0 , we note that X « P-^ 'CI^  + 0)Q.) 
A similar arguement will hold for the choice of EX. 
4. Certain related results for Commutators » 
Prom Theorem 2 it follows that all the results that 
ax*e true for X = [AtB} will have analogous results 
in their coiis}Ounds. 
When X =s ^AiB} ^  X satisfies AX - XA = 0, We replace 
the null matrix 0 by a nilpotent matrix N in F^ ^ . We 
assume that H commutes with A and has index k-i-1. Hence 
(10). AX - XB « N , H^ *'' a 0 . 
This gives li^ AX = AH^, AN% - N^XB = N^ *^ '' = 0, or 
X^ = {A J B] , 
where X^ = H % • 
Now consider the following cases i 
(11), AX - XB = XG , G in P^ , 
55. 
( 1 2 ) . A X ^ X B a H K , H i n F j ^ . 
When (11) holds we have X « {A i B+G^ , and if (12) is 
true then X = ]_A^ i B} « 
IgHEOBM 5 . I £ A X - X B s h X , h i : n F , then 
\ xl^ - A 1 a e (x)p(x) f \ adLj^  - B \ a G(x+h)q(x+h) . 
PROOg. X = [A » B^ hljj^ ] . Put B» n B+bl^ . OJhen 
\xlj^ -Al = ©(X)p(x) , IsJj^  - B*\ « e(x)q(x) 
by !Hieorem 4, i^ irther, with usual notation we get 
e(x) =r (xly ~ B*^ l , q(x) X |3£la^ r - ^ 22 I * 
Thus 0(x) = 1 (x-h)I^ - B^^ 1 , q(x) = U2c-h)Ij^^ - ^ 22 1 . 
Write x» for x-h and observe that B and B « ^ Q 
have the same characteristic equation, !i3ais proves the 
theorem. 
We conclude this section by indicating how some results 
due to other authors can be obtained by methods which 
are developed so far. Goddard & iichneider IM-} have point-
ed out how their Theorem 1 ( our Corollary 2) can be 
used to get some results in [I,3»5i9f10»11] • We add 
a few more instances. 
Generalizing a result of ParJcer Lsl , Medlin L^2 
gets I If AI s kX , k in F, then for any K in ^ j^^^^t 
the claaracteristic function of A -•• XK is 6(x)^(x-k), 
where x'^ *"-^ (^x) is the characteristic function of XK 
and s(x) is a polynomial in f ["xj of degree n^r • 
Here clearly 
(A -f XK)X - X2X s Al 3 kX • Since ASL a }{X. 
Hence by iUheorem 5 we get 
56. 
|xl^ - (A 4- XK)| s e(x)p(x) , \xLj^ - KX i a 0(x+k)q(x+k), 
Also qCx-i-k) = Ixijjj^ j, - ^^^22^ ' ^^* ^^^22 '^^  ^  °"^^ 
matrix of order (m-.r)x(m-r) • Hence q(x+k) a x*^^ • 
But characteristic fimctions of KX and XK contain the 
same elementary diyisors associated with the nox^zero 
characteristic values of KX and XK» Only the elementary 
divisors associated with the zero characteristic value 
differ. Hence the characteristic function of XK is 
X^^eCx+k). 
Take p(x) for s(x) and 9(x+k) for ffix) and the result 
follows. 
Parker Ss Mitchell TSl generalize a result of Flanders [2 J 
and get the following t If P and Q are square matrices 
satisfying (|» - Q)fCP) a (P - Q)e(Q) s 0, idiere f and 
g are polynomials, then P and Q have identical element-
ary divisors except for those associated with character-
istic values which are roots of f (x) = 0 or g(x) = 0 *. 
Here f(P) a { Q « P] and g(Q) = {P JQ} • However, this 
does not take us much far except that it shows there are 
some characteristic values common to P and Q • To get the 
deeper properties we must take into account further conr-
siderations. We add this instance to hring out the interest-
ing fact that a cominutator unmistakenly appears somewhere 
in the discussions in situations of this kind. 
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Introduction i In the previous Hote [2] we obtained some 
results about a g«i«p« matrijc. ( Numbers in the square 
breuikets indicate the immbers in the "references'* at the 
end of tile paper). However, the proof for the second part 
of (CheoresB 6, given in [^ 2] needs some explaination* In 
this Bote we clarify some of the statements and also get 
some more results about a Q«i«p* matrix* 
Let A be q.i.p. of order (pap). Then by |l2,a!!hm, 4] 
the minimal equation m(x) s o of A has two distinct 
roots, viz* sero and unity* The zero root is atmost 
siiB5)le and the multiplicity of the unit root is (n+1) 
wh^^e n is the index of A* Cox^ider the two cases i 
Case(i), If m(x) has no factor x then A is non-
singular and fheorem 6 in ^ 2] holds. 
Case(ii)* Let m(x) have the factor x which is of course 
simple* The following result is known ( see, for instance, 
m ). 
LBMMA 1* If the minimal function of a matrix A over the 
f^e:^.i K ii? ^  pgQ^^t 9t ^%^PW ^^ 9l?or8, ?€qr 
m(x) = 77(x - a^)®! 
where a^ are distinct, then A is similar over K to one 
and only one direct sum of elementary Jordan matrifles. 
which include at least one Jordan matrix of order (e^ xe^ )^, 
5-
6. 
beloc^ ipg; to the charaoteristic root a^^ and no larger 
Jordan matrlg l^ elopgii:^  to the characteristic root a^. 
Here, by an elementary Jordan matrix of order (lock) 
we understand the matrix Jj^  = a^j^I + U, U being the 
auxiliary unit matrix of order (kxk)« For example» 
Jz s 
In the present case we have m(x) ss x(x - 1)^*'' • Hencei 
the Jordan matrices corresponding to the characteristic 
root 2ero of A are of order (1x1) only, and so A is 
similar to a matrix A : 
A = (^^ J , i.e. A = A^  + 0 
where A. is ztonr-singular and 0*8 are null ma-trices. 
All the characteristic roots of A^ are unity their 
number is equal to the order of A^  i.e« the rank of A^ 
But r(A^) = r(A). This establishes Theorem 6 in [2] • 
ie now get some more results. 
Definition t 1^ a matrix-group we understand a set of 
matrices which form a group with respect to matrix multi-
plication as the group operation, A pxoup-matrlx is a 
miatrix matrix which is an element of at least one 
matrix-^roup. For example the set S of all second 
order matrices of the type M where 
m 0' 
.0 0 
m being a complex number, forms a group isomorphic to 
the group of complex zxumhers, the group operation in the 
latter bein^ the usual imxltiplication. The proof of the 
following result is found in [133 • 
ISm^ 2. Iiet A he e (mm) comply matrix, fhen the 
follofging four sta,temegfcs are equivalent t 
(i)# A is a group-matrix, 
(ii). r(A) « r(A2), 
(iii)* A is similar to a matrix of the form A » A^ i 0 
where A^ is soon-singular, 
(iv), r(A) s n - m (A) , where m^CA) denotes the 
number of zero characteristic values of A . 
i'HEQRBI 1. All q«i*p» iqatrioes are Kroup-matrioes« 
PROOF i We have shown above that a q»i»p* matrix is 
similar to a matrix of the form A,. 4- 0, where A^ is 
non^singular. Hence from (iii) of Lemma 2 we get the 
required result* (We notice that (iv) of Lemma 2 corresponds 
to the second part of Theorem 6 in ^22 )• Q.l.D, 
Similarity transformations do not affect the rank 
and the trace of a matrix* Also from 1^ 2, Ihm* 4] we see 
that such transformations do not affect the q*i*p. property 
of a matrix. Let A be q.i*p. and let Fj^ x) be the 
exponential polynomial matrix associated with A. Hence 
for all positive integers p , iP = F(p) • Let r = r(A). 
We may take A in its Jordan canonical form as there is 
no loss of generality in doing so. Thus A s J 4- Q, 
where J is non-singular of order (rxr). J can be 
further expressed as i 
8, 
J = J 4- J- + . , + J , 
where the Jordan matrix J has order (e .xe^) . isince 
1 
a l l the iioj>-zero charac te r i s t ic roots of A are ujaity, 
a l l the characteriBtic roots of J are uiiity and so each 
^ i s upper -tepiangulaap with diagonal elements ?;hich are 
imity. Indeed, J a I + U, where the unit matrix I 
®i 
and the auxiliary unit matrix U are of order (e^ xe^ i^ ). 
Kow for any positive integer' p, 
# = J P 4 . 0 = 2 : J £ 4-0, 
i H 
where 2^ denotes the ^iE§SfcL.iM» ^^* 
j£ a ( I + U)^ « I +pU + . . + U^ , 
®i 
so tha t a l l the diagonal elements of J^ are uni ty . How 
r = r(A) = tr(tf) = tr(a-P) = t r ( i ^ ) = t rCKp)) , a l l p . 
This shows tha t t race of F(x) i s independent of x and 
so equals t race of P(1># But tr(A) » r(A), We get 
TmOiBM 2 . I;!. fCx) i s the exponential polynomial matcix 
associated with a q . i . p . matrix A, then t race of g(x^ i s 
independent of x and equals the t race of A and so eoaals 
rank of A, 
Example t Consider the q.i.p. matrix A with PCX) as t 
f3 -4\ /1+2x -4x\ 
A = t I , and P(x) a ( • 
V1 -1/ V 3c 1-2x J 
Kow trace F(x) = l4-2x + 1-2x s 2 =s trace A = rank of A, 
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Q.I.P. MA3!RI0ES IB TBM SOIigTIOH 01 A SOAMB MAIRIO ECiaMglOH. 
Introdactioa t A square matrix Q over the complex field 
K is q.i.p. if there exists a square matrix, called the 
"exponential polynomial matrix" associated with Q such that 
for every positive integer r, tf = F(r), where F(x) is 
the exponential polynomial matrix associated with Q, Many 
interesting properties of such matrices are shown by 
Huff C3I , It appears that q.i.p. matrices can be useful 
in the complete solution of a scalar matric equation. 
Definition s If Q is q*i*p» it is known that Q will 
satisfy QCQ-I) « 0, where k is some positive integ«c. 
If Q(^I)^ ^ 0, but Q«^I)^*'' = 0, then n is called 
the inde3^  of Q. We shall say that Q has exponent (n+1). 
Thus the exponent is greater than the index by unity. 
|g|QgS|1. J^ f(x) b^ ^  p93L73^mi^ of defir^ ^ n 0 £ ^ 
K in the indeterminate x such that 
f(x) = x^°(x - a^)^(x - &2>^izL - a^)"^... (x - a ^ ^ 
where aj^  are scalers in K , a^ ;lS 0, a^ ;^  a ^  f^ gr i /« a» 
s,i,j = 1,2,..,k and ^ ^s » » • If a square matrix X 
over K is the complete solution of f (X) = 0, then X 
may be expressed as t 
^ « ^ o * *lQ(n^) * ^'kn^) • •• * k^Q(nj^ ) • 
where N is null or nilpotent of index not greater than 
\ and for s = 1,2, ..,k, Q(„ ) is null or q.i.p. of 
exponent not greater that n^ . Jlirther, all Q^^ N 
10. 
11. 
are orthogonal in pairs iift> for s » 1,2,..,k, 
To establish this result we need the following lenmast 
LEMMA 1. I>et V^^ s ^^ij^ to^ the m-rowed auxiliary unit 
aatri:^  151 auoh that u^ ^^^ » 1 ^ o^ Uj|^ ^ a 0 tsS. d /^  i+1 • 
-ft^g9» iSt ^ m ££gSi j^ op tl^ ^ ft-ffowed unit m^tpi^t 1£ 
C (x,a) 5 ad^ + aU , x,a in £, 
then C^(1,a) ^g q»l»p. o^ exponent not greater than m . 
BKOOF> Clearly tJ^  = 0 for k >, m . By [5] a necessary 
and sufficient condition that a square matrix A over £ 
he q,i»p« is that A(A?-I)^  = 0 for some positive integer 
lc« How 
» 0 if k > m , 
Hence Gjj^ (1,a) is q.i.p* of e^onent not greater than m, 
Lemma 1 can he generalized. Let S a CgCl,a)+C^(1,a)* 
Then d is q«i«p« of exponent not great<u? than s-ft* Fort 
Q(G.I)^ « {Cg(1,a)+C^(1,a)> {0^(1,a)+0^(1,a) - 1^^^} ^ 
« ^Og(1,a)+0^(1,a}^ lOg(0»a)+0^(0,a)}*^ 
« lCg(1,a)+C^(1.a)]l[Cg(0,a3?' ^[V^.a)] ^ ] 
« (aUg)^ + (aUp^*"^ ^  (atJ^ )^  f (aU^ )^ "^ '' 
s 0 •»• 0 = 0 if iaax(s,t) <. k < s+t . 
Hence G is q,i»p. of exponent not greater than si-t. 
Let 0|(x,a) a Og(x»a) • Og(x,a) + .. to p terms. 
12. 
Ilien by repeated ^ p l i c a t i o n s of the abore r e s u l t i t can 
be shown that 
cP(l,a) + C|(l ,a) -f . . . ; 0^(1,a) 
i s Q. i .p . of ^jionent not greater than p+2q+..4-mu. 
I'ElfliA 2 . Let A be q . i . p . of exponent m and l e t 
B « 0 + A 4- 0 P a 
where 0^ i s Caxa) nul l matrix. Then B i s q . i . p . sS. 
exponent m . 
moOW, B(B-I)^ ss C-.1)%(I - B)^ 
3 (-1)^(0 + A + 0 ) ( Ip + I-A 4- I )^ 
a (-D^COp + A(I-A)^ ; Oq) 
a 0 i f k >. m , 
/ 0 i f k < m. 
Hence B i s q . i . p . of exponent m. 
IiEMMA 3 . If X ^ 0 a ^ x i s i n K then 
Og(x,1) » xQ(g) , 
where Q/ N is q.i.p. o^ exponent not greater than s . 
ysOOy* Cg(x,1) « ^ B * ^ B 
« x(I^ + 1/x.U ) as X |f 0, 
S S ' 
s xC (1,&) w xQ^ V say 
where a = 1/x # and by Lemma 1, Q^ x^ = 0^(1,a) is 
q.i.p. of exponent not greater than s. 
PROOF OF mEDRM 1. If X is any solution of f(X) x 0 
and m(x) is the minimal polynomial of X then m(x) is 
a factor of f(x). Hence a necessary and sufficient eoof* 
dition for X to be a solution of f(X) s 0 is that the 
15. 
roots of m(x} & 0, and hence the distinct ch» roots of 
X, should be some or all of the scalars 0,a^ .^^ ja^ ^ • 
Further, the multiplicity of ag can not eacceed n^ • 
Hence the most general classical canonical form of X can 
be put as C2]l J 
C a S^ • 0^ 4. Cg 4- .. 4- 0^ 
where G corresponds to the e^ :?o ch, root and 0^ to 
the root a_ « !rhe matrices 6^ and C^ can be further 
^pressed as t 
G^ « 0^(0,1) + C|C0,1) 4- •. 4-0, p+2q+.,. £ n^ ^ , 
°s =" ^ ^ ^ •''^ ^ ° l ^ ^ •''^ 4- • . + O^Ca , 1 ) , p+2q+.. < Ug , 
( Pf^f •• occuring a t different places need not be the 
same*) Hence 
Cg « a^ lC^d . l / a^ ) + •• + G^^''»Vag)} as a^ ,1 0, 
= \ ^ ^ ( p ) * ^(2q) ^ •• * ^ fmu)] ^y ^ " ^ 5 ' 
- ^ [ ^ - . 2 ^ + . . * mu)] ^y ^ « ^ '^  ^ ^ ' 
We note that G is nilpotent of index not erea-ter than 
0 
n , Let fi_ I (s a 1t2,..,lc) denote the matrix got 
o & 
from C by substitutiig appropriate null matrices in place 
of G and 0^ i t ^  s, keeping Og unchanged. Clearly, 
R s 0 + C + 0 for suitable null matrices and the order 
s s 
of £ is the same as that of Q • How 
s 
14« 
Eg » 0 + Og + 0 
« ° * ^^n,) ^ 0 
wliere by Lemma 2 (^ ^^  \ i s q.i .p» of exponent not greater 
tban n_ • X»et G* stand for G- + 0, so tha t G* ]ias 
B w O O 
the sajae ordai^ as that of C, Put ^ a QJ^ ) t ^^ a Gj • 
ThxLB G may be displayed as t 
C B §Q + a^Q^ + a g ^ + . . • aj^Qj^ • 
If A is q.i.p. of exponent n then any matrix B « PAP 
is also q«i«p* of exponent of exponent n [4] • Hence» 
if X « PCF"'' , No = PG^ P"'' and Q(a ) = ^QQP"'^ » we have 
Obviously H is null or nilpotent of index not greater 
t ^ a„ . «>d <i(„^ 5 are mil or ,.l.p. of e:^onent not 
greater than n • Purther, C being a direct sum of G^ 
and C ( s « 1|2, ..(k)! the matrices U^ and Q/^ ^ \ are 
s 
orthogonal in pairs, i.e. 
This proves the theorem. 
For convenience denote (^^ ) ^ y ^  • J^ e matrices Q^  
s 
satisfy the following relations (A) s 
15. 
( i ) . %•% « 0, 8 ,1 t , 
( i i ) . XQQ a ^X , XSQ 8 N^ X , 
( i i i ) , X Z Q S » ^ a s ( ^ > ^ » 
S S 
( i v ) . X = H ^ X a^ Qs • 
iVe note that X as displayed in (iv) above, is the 
general solution of f(X) = 0. In particular cases it is 
possible to restrict X so as to satisfy certain addi-
tional conditions* ^ain, if X is a solution of f (X) = 0, 
then Y = £XP'"'^  is also a solution. Both X and Y have the 
same classical cazionloal form. 
Similarity transformations do not affect the q.i.p. 
property of a matrix* So all the solutions having the 
same classical canonical form can be obtained from X by 
similarity transformations of X • 
Let Z be a square matrix which has diagonal canonical 
form and distinct characteristic roots z^ = 0, Z2t..t2 • 
Write 
% = I - 2-- , s ,^  i, (i = 1,2f.,p), 
1<.s<p iz^ - Zg) 
It is known that the following set of conditions (B) 
holds ( see, for instance, r^ l ) * 
(i). E^.E^ = 0. i jl 3, 
(ii). ZB^ = E^Z , 
(iii). 2 D E ^ « I , (E^)2 = E^ , 
(iv). -^ = XIz4E^ • 
i ^ ^  
16» 
If ^(x) Is the minimal polynomial of Z and if 
jiJ(x) is a factor of f(x) then Z is a solution of 
f (X) s 0* In this case it can be seen that the set (B) 
is equivalent to the set (A). It follws that when the 
classical canonical form of X is diagonal with distinct 
diasomal elements then the q»i»p. matrices are simply 
idempotent* 
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PAS^ IT (Accepted for p u b l i c a t i o n i n the Journal of 
£asm—±i» t h e Unive r s i ty of Bombay) 
SOME WmiG £0trA3?I0IIS imOMim THE AIDOUiRY rniT MTBJX 
In t roduc t ion « Rutherford U^H and Ingraham & !Eriiable [ 1 ] 
hare s tud ied the mat r ix equat ion 
AX - XB = 0 . 
Eutherford uses c h a r a c t e r i s t i c va lues of A and B while 
Ingrahm 8: (Erimble ge t a r a t i o n a l cons t ruc t ion t o obta in a 
coiii4)lete r a t i o i i a l s o l u t i o n of the equat ion, Jones II21 
s tud i e s the case when the matr ices i n t he above equation 
con ta in elements which a re a n a l y t i c funct ions of a s ing le 
complex parameter* 
The r e s u l t s obtained by these authors are of general 
nature* When the matr ices involved i n the above equation 
a re i'urthex* r e s t r i c t e d , more p r e c i s e r e s u l t s are poss ib le* 
Parker \^^} s t u d i e s t he case when C = 0 . Turnbull £c Aitken 
\_ ^] t ake a case when A = B and 0 = 0 . They a l so con-
s ide r t he equat ion UX - XXI = 0 where U i s the aux i l i a ry 
u n i t matrix* 
In what follows, we shall consider, in the first place 
the equation UX - XU = D where D = diagCd^ ,d2»..,<a^ )» 
When D = 0 this case reduces to the case discussed in [5] , 
Secondly, we consider the equation iFx •- XlF = D , where 
r is a non-negative integer. The matrices U,X and D 
v/ill be of order (iixn)» Each element in the super-diagonal 
of U is unity and all other eleaents are zero. So that 
U is nilpotent of index n • 
1. The Equation UX - XU a D . 
Consider the matric equation 
(1,1), UX - XU = D, 
17. 
18. 
where U,X,D are of order (nxn), D t s diagonal aiad U = (u^ .) 
where u^^ = 1 for ij = i+1, u^ = 0 for j ^ i-t-l. x = (x^ ) 
I s , as yet , a rb i t r a ry . Clearly, 
21 
UX 
^22 ^23 
^31 ^52 ^33 
^ , 1 ^ , 2 ^n,$ 
0 0 0 
0 x^^ x^2 
^22 0 Xg^ X, 
xu 
n, n-1 ^ , 1 ^ , 2 
Equatii^ the diagonal elements of the two members of (1.1) 
we get 
(1.2). 
^ 1 = d^  ,p-1 ~ ^ 1,p-2 • ^ n,n-1 "= "'*^ ' 
2)he middle of (1.2) gives 
-I- d. 
since x^^ = d^  
And generally 
Xj2 s Xg^ + d^ = d^  
. Similarly 
^ 3 ** ^ 52 + ^ 3 = <^ + ^  ••• ^^5 • 
But the last relation in (1.2) shows that 
(1.3). 
n 
The non-diagonal relations give 
Xp^p a x^^ » (p = 1,2,..,n)j Xp^^ = 0 , (3 <^  P 4 n), 
^.Pfl = V 1 , P »<2 < P < n-l), ^^^ = 0, (p < q-l). 
19* 
If (1»5) is satisfiied then the general solution X of tlie 
equation (1*1) #tgy ff^l^te ^ i ^^^ ^^^ *a^©s 
the form 
(1,4)t X « 
^ 0 
^ 
0 
. 0 
^ 
*o 
d^^dg 
• 
0 
Xg 
^ 
^ 
« 
0 
* ^ 2 
• ^S-3 
• ^^ M-
• • 
^ f 
^Sa-2 
na»3 
^ 0 
Here x^ (k a 0|1|2|«*tn»1) ere arbitrary, liei^ e the 
solution X is not unique. As the i&^ are arbitrary, we 
may restrict X to ob^ other requirements* for e^as^le, 
we may restrict X to a triaiagular form with all the dia-
gonal and elements abmre tiio diagonal to be zero» i.e. all 
Xj^  s 0# Then the solution is unique* i'hus (1*1) will 
hare a solution iff (1*3) ie satisfied* 
TEMOBm, 1,1* !^t m^U f quatlron UX >- IP « P* where U 
!I?he preneral solution of the equation has the form as (1*4;* 
ie iiay also espress X as X s ^(B) 4- V where 
^(U) « x^I t x^U + XgU^ + *. + 2i^i^^'' t 
and V is the isatrix got from the matrix X after taldng 
x^ s 0* If D » 0 then each d^^ a 0 and so ? s 0 and the 
solution of the equation (1*1) is X « ^ (U) as in [5J * 
2. m e EQuation f (U)X ^  Xf (U) « f (%)D. 
^ e results of section 1 ean be generalised in a different 
direction. Let X^ be a oertain solution of (1*1). So 
(2*1)* UXjj - X^U B D , 
and Z dv a 0* Multiplying both sides of (2*1) on the left 
20. 
by U, we s e t U%^ - HXJJ = UD. Hence 
0 0 0 0 
s (UXQ - XQU)U + UD 
a DTJ + UD by ( 2 . 1 ) . 
So the equation tJ% - ufi = UD + DU has solutions common 
witli (1.1). Similarly, U^X^ - UX^U^ a UDU - U % . Hence 
0 0 0 0 
« U^D + UDU -f- DU^. 
And in general, it can be seen by induction that 
(2.2). ijFx - xiF = IP"''D + xF^^w + .. + Du^'' , 
has solutions in common with (1.1) for all r such that 
1 <. r < n-1 • (I'he case when J^ >, n is trivial since 
U^ = 0 for m >, n • Also r s 0 gives U° « I, so (1.1) 
reduces to X - X s= D which is again trivial.) 
Vie define the operator (Z^) on B where A and B 
are matrices of order (nxn) and r is non-nesative integer, 
Zj(B) = A^^'B + A ^ % A + .. + BA^ "'^ , for r>0, and 
ZJCB) = 0. 
Then (2.2) can be put as i 
(2.3). U*^ X - XU^ a 2^W . 
For r = 0,1,..,n-1, the family of equations (2.$) has 
common solutions. Now let 
C2.4). f(U) = k^I + k^ U + K^^ +..-». kjj^ U^^ '^  , 
where k^ are in the field K . Thus f(x) is a polyno-
mial over the complex field in the indeterminate x. 
(We need not consider f (x) of degree greater than n-1 
2 1 . 
s ince U^ x 0 fo r m ^ n , ) 
yHEOEIM 2 . 1 . f^e f^lUfit^ ^ofi 
( 2 , 5 ) . t(U)X - Xf(U) M f(Z^)D 
:^9£SL f(3c) JB def iaad as l a (2««) , Ixas so lu t lona ooiainozi 
with (1 .1 ) i | ^ t r (D) s 0 . 
mOQW s We have 
f(U)X » (k^I • ^ U • kgU^ + . . + kj3^^U^'^)X 
Xf(U) « X(kjjl + fe^U + kgU^ + . • + kjj^^U^"'') 
so t h a t 
f(U)X - XXCU) a 0 + X , ( M - XU) -f. kgCU^ - ru^) + . . . 
+ V l ^ " ^ ' ' ^ - ^^"""^ 
« <^o^ * Ic^ zJ + . . ^ V l ^ ' ^ > ^ 
a f (2jj)D fo r X » XQ * 
Tlius a s o l u t i o n X a X of (1 .1 ) i s a l so a s o l u t i o n of 
( 2 . 5 ) . How by Th©03?eia 1*1, (1 .1 ) iias so lu t ione i f f 
t r (D) n 0 . ThXs proves t he r e s u l t . 
5 . !i;he Equation H^jg.)^ - XJ ' ( jp a f (%)3). 
Let Jj^ s aX •!> U wiiere a i s i n X, the order of Jj^ 
being (kxk) . fhuB Jj^ i s a Jordan mat r ix of order ( l a k ) . 
As the matr ix I i s coimEutatiye we may esLpand by Tay lo r ' s 
^Sheorem any polynomial i n S^ wi th coefx ic ien te i n X. 
( See 15] ) . a!hus, i f F(x) i s a polynomial i n x over E 
then we may w r i t e 
F(Jj^) = k^I + k^U + . . + V l ^ ' ^ ' ' ' 
where fo r s » 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . , n f - 1 , the s c a l e r s k^ a re as i 
22. 
i 8 i 
where F^®na) « Sl&Cs:) ^^ ^ j^^ p o i n t x a a . I f a 
I s i n £ then the k.^ a re i n K. Eeoce wi th the help of 
!i?heorem (2 .1) we ge t 
THEOREM 5,1 • !Ehe equat ion l(Jjj.)X - XF(Jjj.) « f(Z^)D 
where f ( x ) ^ ^^Iflf^ Ift (2-4) s M ^s ftP Refined abov^ 
has so lu t i ons i n coiamon with (1 .1 ) i ^ t r (D) » 0 . 
4 . g||^ ii^ qu l^fi^ ffl U^X - XU^ D . 
We now consider the equation 
( 4 . 1 ) . 
Clear ly , 
iFx - s F 3 D. 
^ + 1 , 1 ^ + 2 , 1 
U^X 
\ 
Uf = 
^ , 1 
0 
^ 0 
/o 
0 
^ , 2 
0 
0 
^ 1 
^21 
^ + 1 , n \ 
i i , n 
0 / 
^ 1 , n - r \ 
^ , n - r 
^ , 1 • ^ , n - r ^ 
Equating the elements i n t he ( i t o ) t h p o s i t i o n of e i t h e r 
s ide of ( 4 . 1 ) , we get % 
( 4 . 2 ) . Xp^q .q« dq ^^r 1 <. q < r , 
^ + p , q = ° '^^^ 1 1 Pi<l <. ^1 P J^  q t 
^+p,3e*q - ^ . q fo r 1 <. p < r , 1 1 q < n - r . 
^2r+p Q *" ^ * ° ^ 1 1 P ^ i ^2 r , 1 S q i r , 
( 4 . 5 ) . X2r+p,r^p « =cp*p.p •*• ^ + p fo r 1 < p < n-2r , 
= ^ +p»r+a ^+p»q 
fo r 1^i . t t-2r, 1^q<,J>-r, p ^ q » 
( 4 . 4 ) . ^ . r ^ p , ^ 2 r * p * - ^ r ^ p ^^^ 1 1 P 1 ^ • 
^ r + p , n - 2 r * Q » ^ for 1 < p .q < r . p ^ q. 
For convenience dem>t© x^ by \Q\ • Let 
n s mr + s where m > 1 , 0 < s < r • 
Then (4.4) shows tha t 
[tt.r+p,n^2r+p] = -<Vp+p • 1 i P 1 3? 
i s equivalent to 
l inr.s .p. inr.s-2r.p] . -^^,^^,^ . so 
(4 ,5 ) . i(m-1)r+s+p,Cm^2)r+s+pj = -^(a^.i)r+s+p » 
for 1 1 p i r . 
Put s+p = s • (Phen (4«5) becomes 
(4.6). [(Bw1)r+g,(i!i-2)r+g} = ~<3L^ ia«i)r+g ' 
Since s is fixed and 1 £ p < r i we have 
s < s+p a g <. r+s • 
We consider the two exhaustive and mutually exclusive 
cases t Case (i) s <g £ r, and C^e (ii) r< g <. r+s . 
Now relation (4.5) gives 
[(m-.i)r+s,(m-2)r+8} = l(ia^ 2)r+s,(iBP-3)r+s j + <i(ia-2)r+s 
= i (m~3)r+s,(in^)r+gj + d(nb.3)r+s'^  ^ (m-2)r+g 
(4.7). = lr+s,s] + d^ g^ + a^r+s "^  '• "^  ^ (m-2)r+s 
Hence combining (4.6) and (4.7) we get 
(4.8). dg 4 d^^ + dg^^g 4 .. 4 d^ Bi-1)r4g== 0 . 
If case ( i i ) i s t rue then r < g < r+s • Put 
g ss r+gS s o r < r + g » < r + s i . e . 0 < g * < s < ; r . So 
from (4.7) we get 
l r + g , g ] = [r+r-fg',r+g*j s ^2r+g»,r4g»} 
« I r+eSgM + dp^gi « dg, 1- dp^g, , 
2^. 
^ ^ ^(m-2)r*S " ^ CiiKl)r+g« ' ^®^® '^^•'7> becomes 
(4,9). dg. . d^^g. ^  .. ^  d^^, = 0 for 0<s« i s . 
Tims (4.8) and (4.9) together cover the whole range from 
1 to r of the suffixes i in d^  • So we get 
fHEOBM 4.1. The equation U^X - XU^ a D will have 
solutions iff 
2 dj^. = 0 fo£ s =: 1,2,..,r , 
k 
k =s(mod r) and 1 <. k <. n , 
Sgample s Let s D , where U,X and D are of 
order (8x8) say. Solutions are possible iff 
Z dj- = 0 , s « 1,2,3 
k 
k = s(iaod3) 1 <. k <. 8 . 
In other words, the solutions are possible if 
d, "J- dg = 0, d^  + cL -f dr, = Q and dg + dc + cig ss 0. 
5. 'Dhe Operator 2iJ(B). 
In section 2 the operator zJ(B) is introduced. 
A few elementary results about this operator are obtained 
in this section. 
It can be seen that 
AZj(B) = A^B + A^''BA + .. ^. ABA^ "'' 
= Z^^^W - BA^ . So that 
(5.1). Zl^^m = A2^(B) + BA^. 
ftom the definition of the operator, taking B = I we get 
Zj(I) = rA^'' • Also Jl^ (B) = rB, A 2^(0) = 0 « zg(B) . 
In general, if A and B commute then Zj(B) = rA^ '^ ''B , 
If A and B comiEute and f(x) = .^^ kj^ x , where k^  
2 5 . 
a r e i n K. Siace 2j(B) « rA^"'''B we s » t 
= ( Ij^ + akgA t 3IC3A2 + •• + m]£jjjA '^^ )B 
df 
= Bf»(A) where f*(x) = - ^ 
I n p a r t i c t i l a r , f (Z^) I = f*(A) and f(Zj)B » Bf»( I )=fHl )B . 
Also f(i^^)A = Ae»(A) , f(2Q)A = 0 • a?li© operator zJ(B) 
i a a p a r t i c u l a r case of an eacpression found i n Cl] • 
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A ms^ OH TOEAH'S PEQBLM 
(Accepted for publication i n the American Mathematical 
Ifonthly) 
Wielandt & Hoffiian [[43 have obtained the follow-
ing result 1 Let A and B ^  normal matrices of order (naai) 
with characteristic values, respectively, a^^ and b^ , 
(i s 1|2,..jn). For a complex matrix P a ^Pii^ » W3?ite 
thus M(P) is the llrobenius norm of P • !£hen there 
exists a permutation (1 «.«»n^) of (1,,.,n) such that 
(1)» I %-'biP £ [H(A.B)]2 . 
i pi 
Further, when A is hermitian with characteristic values 
a<j > *. > a^ and B is normal with characteristic values 
b^ , (i = 1,,,,n) such that Re b^ > •, > Re b^^^  then 
it is true that 
(2). Z Isi-^il^ 1 [N(ir.B)]2 . 
It follows that when both A and B are hermitian with 
characteristic values, respectively, a^  ^ ••• >. Q^ » 
and b^ ^ •• ^  ^^ then (2) holds. 
TBMmm 1. Let P a ^ Q be (nxn) complex matrices. Ptit 
P^ = (Pf-P*)/2, (^  a (Q+Q*)/2, Pg = (P-P')/2i, Q2«(^Q»)/2i, 
where A* denotes the con.1ugate transpose of the matrix A. 
liSi Pgf %t P'Q S M «4 » ®^ == 1f...ii) M thg 
58, 
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l^ft^  ,frt?^ ?4,^ Q4 „Bm^^?^g ^ i> Qi« ^ 2* ^ ^ %* £§i£§SMv£XJ» 
O ) . Pg - v'J?' < % ^ Pg + /^^  . 
(4). Pi - ^F < Oi ^ Pi + /^» . 
Also we can show that HCPp • % ) < ^F • Hence £rom 
(2) w© get O ) and (4). 
!£3ieorem 1 has an application to a problem suggested 
by Shiran f3J • The probl«m may be stated as under t 
Let X and ja. be any characteristic values of (nxn) 
coii5)lex matrices P and Q, respectively. Suppose an 
upper estimate for the distance N/P « H(B-Q) between P 
and Q is given. Suppose we also know two real numbers 
oC» and cXp such that 
(4). o^ ^ ^ HeX > ^2 • 
It is required to estimate two real nuiobers say ^^, Pg 
siich that they depend only on o^ i^ oC^ and f and 
(5). i^ ^ > Ee u > |\ • 
He a8sa:^ ts thati at least when P is sufficiently small, 
such a characterisation of P^ and Pg should be possible. 
fie himself gets a characterization for/2 when P is small, 
by methods of differential equations. 
In Theorem 1, p^ & Py^  denote, respectively, the 
maximum and mini mum characteristic values of the 
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hermitian matrix P^  a (P+P*)/2 • Hence by a result due 
to BroDwich [1] we s^t 
Similaz'ly^  
If we take p^ a o<^ , p^ ^ « o<2, q^  = p^ and q^ ^ ^g » 
then from (5) for B « 1,n t 
(6), o^ ^ - yt i p ^  < ,5^ +^ y? , 0^ 2- ^y i (^2 - "^2* "^ ^ • 
So Turan*s problem is solved to some extent. Ho restric-
tion on the fiiagnitude of^is needed. By using (4) we may 
get upper and lower bounds for Im p. also. 
Although stated in terms of matrices, a?uran*s problem 
may be taken in connection with linear operators over a 
suitable vector space. If P is a linear operator then 
by P* we shall denote its ad.ioint (which corresponds to 
the transpose conaugate in matrix notation.) In the 
theorem that follows, P^, q^, p^ and q^  have the same 
interpretation as in Theorem 1. 
2?HEQ££M 2. ^ g ^ P SS^ Q be linear operators on unitary 
P^space R^ . (ghen for s « 1,2,..,n , we have 
S o «-.)-» 
where f is the maximtna characteristic (proper) value of 
(P-Q)*(P-Q). 
PROQE. P^  and Q^ are hermitian operators on unitary 
n?-space H . By a restilt due to Wielandt l^Thm^Z} 
we get Pg - Qg ^ 3?-l 0^3^  s » 1,2, ..,n where 
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r^ > •• > r^ ^ are the charaoteristic (proper) values 
of (P^ - Q^). But P-, - Q^  » ^ r(?-Q) • (P-Q)*l . ?or 
a lijaear operator A oa a vector space 1^ it is known 
C see) for example9 l22 ) that the masXmxm. characteristic 
value of (A<«-A*)/2 does not exceed the maximum sin^ ulefr 
value of A, (By a singular value of A we understand the 
positive square root of a characteristic value of A*A). 
Hence I »-* S 9 i where ? is the maxiiraum character-
istic value of (B-Q)«(P-Q), Since (^  < N/F, the 
theorem is proved, 
Turan*s problem appears to have some interest from 
the point of view of its applications. So far, we con-
sidered botinds for real and imaginary parts of the 
characteristic values of the matrix Q in terms of those 
of P. We propose to get some information about the 
characteristic values themselves. Given a complex matrix 
P of order (nan) and given an upper estimation of the 
dista^^e /i* between P and another complex (nxn) matrix 
Q, it is required to estimate the characteristic values 
of Q in terms of those of P and F. For general P and 
Q , the problem is not easy even when F is small. 
However, if P is hermitian and if we choose Q also 
hermitian, then Theorem 1 shows that 
Ps "% <, N/F, s = 1,..,n, 
where p and a are characteristic values of P and 
Q arranged in decreasijag order. Hence q^  can be 
located on the real axis within a width 2JF with p_ as 
0 
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as the centi*€point* If P Is normal and if we choose Q 
also normal then 
|Pi - q^j < Vi ,  
where q^  is some chai-act eristic value of Q . OJhus 
there is a characteristic value q^ of Q which can be 
located in the coii^ )lex plane within the circle of radius 
V/F and centre p^ • 
It may be useful to get some information about the 
elements of Q in terms of those of P, 
By |ip|| , let us denote a nozi-constant function of 
the elements of a C0B^ >le3c matrix P s J^Pii-^  ^ 
(i)« ISPI; S |S{ • IIPII for all scalers s, 
(ii), IJP+QII < liPi; + IIQII where Q is a complex 
matrix and has order same as that of P . 
We shall say that liPf is a semi-norm of P. We mention 
some instances of semi-norms. 
I. Write E^CP) = X |Pis| . C^(P) « I |Pg^ | . 
Let 1(P) = max R.CP) » 0(P) = max C.CP) . Then R(P) 
i ^ d *> 
and C(P) are semi-norms of P. 
II. Let Ipf denote the positive square root of 
the maximum characteristic value of F*F, (OJhus iPf is 
the maximum singular value of P • ) It may be shown that 
jpf is a semi-norm of P • 
III. Let P be a complex square matrix. Let us 
denote by c ^ ^(H) and Cjj^ (^H) the miaiimum and 
maximum characteristic values i respectively, of a 
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hermitian matrix H, Then Pmax^ "^*''^ *^  ®^ * semi-norm 
of P , 
IV, The itobenius norm K(P) is a semi-norm of P • 
V, If M(P) denotes the max. |Pj[4l • then 
M(P) is a semi-norm of P. 
THEQRM 3. Lgt Z = P-Q where P ^ d Q ^re complex 
matrices og ^ g same order# S[ 1A f denotes £ semi-
norm of A then 
(7)- Ipjl - \\z\\ ^  I Q 1 < 1 P 1 . I lz l . 
PROOg, We have P « 2+(i . Hence IPH ^ Izj + 1Q1 
Also Q = B-Z and so !|Q p < JP j + [-Z | = |P1 + H Z 
This proves the result, 
?/e now apply (7) to the various semi-norms listed 
above. We shall write / F = ll(P-Q) a li(Z). 
I« If P and Q are Goni)lex matrices of order (nxn) 
then it may he shown that R(Z) < v/(nl), 0(Z) < v/(nf). 
This consideration shows that 
R(P) - \/(nF) <, R(Q) < R(P) + y(nP) . 
Similar results hold for C(P) and C(Q), 
II. Clearly, [zf < s/f . So we have 
L«max<^'4^--^^ ^ [^ max^ Q**^ !^  ^ [c^CP*?)]^ * ^  . 
III. Clearly, ic„„^ (Z+2*)l < H(Z+Z*) a S^ F • So 
l^ max^ -^^ '^^ i - a/p < lo^(C^Q*)| < ic^(P+P*)| f 2/p . 
IV. We set lf(P) - >/P < H(Q) < N(P) + v/P . How 
the norm K(P) is unitarily invariant, Purther, we can 
find a iinitary matrix U such that ( if P is a square 
matrix ) U*PU ss T where T is a triangular matrix. So 
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the above inequality may be expressed as 
H(T)-s/p < K(Q) <. H(a}) + 7 ? , 
V. Since M(B-Q) ^ Jl we get 
M(P) • v/f < M(Q) < M(P) + s/i" , 
i'lie above result Is even otherwise obvious* 
To obtain the inequalities in (6) it is not necessary 
to appeal to the deep result mentioned in (1), We may 
get (6) by more direct methods* We outline this method 
below* 
If u is a unit-lex^th vector and H a hermitian 
matrix then it is Joaown that 
(8>- «min<«> ^ ^*^^ ^ <^ max^ «> » 
where the extreme values in (8) are reached for suitable 
characteristic vectors of H. Consider two hermitian 
matrices A and B of the same order. Let x be a 
unit-lei^th char act eristic vector of (A+B) such that 
Cjjjg^ CA+B) ss x*(A+B)x • Hence 
^^^' ^ 'aax^ *^^ ^ = x*(A+B)x » x*Ax • x*Bx < Cj,^ (^A)+c ^ ^ ) 
Let y be a unit-length characteristic vector of A 
such that ®iniii^ )^ * 7*^ • Hence 
m^in^ -^*-^ ^ ^ y'(A+B)y « y»Ay + y«By < C^^CA) ^ C ^ B ) 
This shows t^ at 
(10). 0^(A*B) < 0^„<A) * C^CB) . 
How consider the hermitian matrices P^  and Q^  of 
Theorem 1. Write 2^ « (2+Z*)/2 where Z « P-Q . So 
Z^ is hermitian. Since P^  = (^  + Z^ t (9) gives 
65. 
And so 
Again, Biiice 4^  is P^ - 2^ we get 
Prom (11) a M (12) we get the first part in (5), In a 
similar way we use (10) to get the second part of (6). 
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PARBS YI. 
IK>3?Ig»I ASP Sagl-MPDULI QW UASSIGm Am TBJsSM APflilCAJglOH TO 
ESgIMA2?E BOU33IB IDR OHARAOTEEISglO ViliPES Qg MA(ERIOES 
©lis paper cojasiets of four p a r t s . I t may be noticed 
that there i s some repe^ttition of definitioBs and other 
matter* 1!his i s so because these par ts are reproduced 
in the form i n which they are accepted for (independent) 
publication i n different per iod ica l s . Also, i t may be seen 
each subsequent par t generalizes some r e su l t s obtained i n 
the previous one. 
PAPER yifl P a r t 1 . 
OH BOUITDS PQS CayUOTERISIIC YAI^ JES Of A 
(Acoepted for p u b U c a t l o n i n the American 
Mathematical Monthly) 
Let A = (^ - j ) ^® ^ matr ix of coi!s>le£ imoihersi s e t 
RCA) « maXjL Z ^ lajLgl | C(A) » max^ ^ ^ la^^l • 
From theorenas associated w£th the work of Hadamard, 
Gersgorin, Perron, it is known that for every character-
istic value X of A the relations 
1^ 1 < H(A) J Ul < C(A) 
must hold» Now consider the product P ss (Pj^ )^ of the 
matrices A and B = (h^^)* ^om the rule for multiplying 
matrices, we have Pii = ^ k®ik^ki ' ®*^  *^^* 
= 2 ^ \\j,\ ( Z ^ |\^l) < H(B)r^ \ ^ \ < R(B)E(A), 
I . e . E(P) < E(A)H(B). Thus we have proved the 
faSQEM 1 • i i§i A, B ] ^ 1 ^ square matr ices o£ complex 
oumhersi P ss AB , ghen every c h ^ a c t e r i s t i c va lue of P« 
denoted by c(P) , s a t i s f i e s 
l c (P) | <R(A)B(B) ; jc(P) | < C(A)C(B), 
and indeed for any f ixed a, 0 £ a < 1, wg have 
)C(P)| < [EU)f i (B)] \ [C(A)CCB)] ' ' -^ . 
We put these bounds forward s ince they a re e a s i l y 
conqputed from the e n t r i e s ^i-i t ^^ j o^ *^6 f ac to r s 
A , B . 
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By usiiag the quantities R^iA) a Sj^lsikl and 
Q-(A) = E-(A*) f the aJaove results can be further refined* 
Xndeedi Baraskin showed that every characteristic -value 
c(AB) satisfies 
|c(AB)|< max^ [;B^(AB)]*[C^(^)]''"'^ , for every a , 
where 0 <. a <. 1 » and when thie is combined ?/ith 
E^CP) < R(B)R^(A) » 
t he conclusion of Theorem 1 can be improved to r e a d 
3?HE0EM 2 • 
| C ( A B ) | < E(B)®0(A)''"*inaXi{E^(A)^ O ^ ( B ) ' ' " ^ } • 
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PAPEB VI. P a r t a . 
A HOSE OK GBA&AOTMIMTIG YiUitgES Qg 
momom OF gwo MA3!RIOBS 
(Jyccepted for publication in tke Qaarterly 
Journal of Mathematics, Oxford) 
All the matrices that we consider in this paper have 
complex elements* P* will denote the conjugate transpose 
of the matrix P. Por aiQr matrix P, P*P is positive, i.e* 
at least positive 8e^«^efinite« further, if r(P) 
denotes the rank of P, then r(P*P) a r(P)« Let c(Q) 
stand for any characteristic value of the (square) matrix 
Q. Let Cjaax^ *^-^ ^ ^^^ ®min^^*^^ denote respectively the 
maximum and TBlnimum characteristic value of P*P. 
fHBOSBJg 1. 
(i). cC[ABrAJB) < 6|aax^ A*A).Cjg^ (B*B) . wh§n A ig ^ 
(nxm) matrix and B is an (mzn) matrix* 
(ii), cCCABJ'AB) > o^^^(A*A).c^^^(B*B) , when A is an 
*^^^^2ii) matrix and B ^  (mxn) matrjjg, 
i^OOP. (i), for a column vector x s (2^) define 
\\X*\\ a \IX\l « ( I IX, !^)^ . 
i ^ 
Por column vec to r s x and 7 and a r ec t angu la r matr ix 
A define t he modulus HAH of A by 
C D . HAH 8 sup{^lx*Ay|l , \\x*l\ s WyW a 1 . 
fhe modulus of A, so defined* s a t i s f i e s the usual norqi 
condi t ions ( see [511 ) • Fur the r , 
\\A\\ =: 1\A'\1 , \\A*A\\ « i\AAM , U*k\\ = U H ^ « Cjj^A*A) 
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Hence 
ll(iB)*ABll « IliBll 2 < lull 2.11B 1)2 ^  II^^^H.^tB^Bl) . 
Since 1\P*PH a Cj^ g^ (P*i>) , we get (i), 
(ii)» When at least one of A*A and B*B is singular 
the resiat holds ( even when B is an (mxp) matrix ) since 
{AB)*iMM) is positiTe* Hencet we need consider only 
the case when both A*A and B»B are non-singular* Kow 
A •A is of order (fflxm) and B*B of order (nxn)» Also 
r(A*A) a r(A), r(B»B) a r(B), so that r(A) = m and 
r(B) s n • Hence n > m and also m > n • Thus 
m s n and A|B, AB are a U n-square non->singular 
matrices. Take A""' in place of A*, and BT' in place of 
B* in (i). This ^ives 
c(tCAB)«AB3-'') > ej^(A»Ar''.Cj^(B*B)-'' . 
But Characteristic values of P and are reciprocal. So 
C(IAB3*AB) > Cj^CA*A).c^B*B) . 
In (ii) we have considered the case when B is a 
(msoa.) matrix. Is the result (ii) true for the case 
when B is an (mxp) matrix ? The possibility that the 
matrix (AB)*AB is singular when A*A and B*B are both 
non-singular does not exist. When A*A and B*B are both 
non-singular t so is (AB)*AB, For 
r(A) = m t r(B) » p, 
while r((AB)'»AB) « r(AB). But we have 
r(AB) > r(A) + r(B) - m a p . 
Since (AB)*AB is a (psp) matrix, it is nonrtsingular. 
QOmUtMY 1. When AB is a square matrix 
<^ iain<^ *^ ^^ min^ ®*^ > ^ lc(iB)l2< c^A*A)c^(B*B) . 
TO, 
PgOQgn For a square matrix Q it is known tliat 
Take Q a AB. Then (2) together with (i) and (ii) of 
Theoi^ ea 1 give the result* The above is a generalization 
of a result due to Nagy 13] , who considers A and B 
as sg^ uare matrices* His result was a generalization of 
one obtained by Hoy C4] who required one of the (square) 
matrices A and B to be non-singular* 
COBOLI<AEY 2. When A jg^ B ar^ normal (of the same order) 
then we have 
|c(A)l^^.|e(B)l^ < leCWl < ic(A)^.lo(B)|^. 
PROQg. When P is normal, we can find a unitary matrix U 
such that P s U*DUj where D i« a diagonal matrix haviiag 
diagonal elements that are characteristic values of P* How 
P*P « tJ»D«tJ.U»DtJ s U*D*KJ. 
This shows that the characteristic values of P*P are equal 
to the square of the moduli of characteristic values of 
P when P is normal* This consideration together with 
Theorem 1 will give the result* 
We shall obtain some more results about the charactez>-
istic values of the matrix AB. For a matrix 7 « ^"^tA^ 
of order ixap) define 
\CV) » I I V J t fi(V) = max E^(V) , 
C .(V) XT Z I v^ ..| , C(V) = max C.(V), 
Thus E^(V) is the sum of absolute values of elements in 
the i-th row of V, and 0^(7) is the sum of the absolute 
values of the elaaents in the ;5-th column of ¥• When 
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V is SQuare« it is koovn that 
(3). lc(V)| <, miii[B(V), 0(Y)] . 
Indeed., Barankin f 1 ] has further improved this inequality 
and hae shown that 
M. |c(V)|2 4 max[R^(V)Q^(V)] . 
Consider matrices P « ^ii^ ®^ order (nxm) and Q 3 ^ ^ii^ 
of order (mxp). If Y « PQ, then ? is of order (nscp). 
How E^(T) =£: [T^^I = X I^Pii^tel 
O & Jt to 
< E(Q)Ri(P) < E(P)E(Q) , 
Hence H(V) < R(P)R(q) » We shall nuiaber this as 
(5). R^CV) < R^(P)R(Q) < R(P)R(Q). Similarly, 
(6). C^(V) < C(P)C^(q) , C(V) < C(P)C(Q) . 
In fact, R(Y) is a modolus of the matrix 7 and so satis-
fies the norm conditions ( see [5] )• However, we have 
derived these results directly as we wish to use Barankin's 
theorem which requires the eajjressions Rj^(V) etc, 
SHBORM 2. When AB Jji sauaret then 
|c(iB)| < min[R(A)R(B),C(A)C(Dl . 
PROOF. She result follows from O ) , C-^-) and (6). !£heor®a 
2 is a generalization of some results obtained by Khan ^2]. 
Our proof is direct and short, A weaker inequality can 
be deduced from Theorem 1, We know that 
C(A*A) < R(A*A) « 0(A»A) < R(A)CCA), 
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and that e(B*B) < B(B)C(B). 
Tims lc(AB)|^ < £(A)fi(B)C(A)C(B) , 
The following theorem i s sharper than SJheorem 2, 
^mm ^, ^ ^ iB la & §sms£A m&sUf 
|c(AB)|^ < C(A)E(B)aaj:[Bj^(A)C^(B)] . 
gROOF* Take V « AB, Wrom (5) and (6) we have 
R^(AB) < E(B)Ej^(A) , C^(A) < 0(A)0^(B). 
i^^ e result follows from (4)» We have already obtained 
this theorem for the ease when A and B are square 
matrices ( to appear in the American Mathematical Monthly). 
It is possible slightly to ii!5)rove the above result • We 
state this in a corollary*. 
COROLLARY, When AB ia a square matri^c. ^Jg^ 
|c(iB) 1^ < min^C(A)R(B)3aiQc[E^(A)C^(Ba 
C(B)E(A) max[R^<B)Gjj(B3} • 
gROQg. When AB i s a square matrix , then so i s BA, fhe 
nonr>zero charac ter i s t ic values of iB and BA are the 
same* Hence 
|c(AB)| s |c(BA) 
^ ' I max ' max 
By Theorem 3 we get 
|c(AB)|2 < C(B)E(A)max[E^(B)C^(A)] , 
which gives the r e s u l t , 
BWESOMCEB I 
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of the Eoyal Society of Edinburgh) 
1, Intro^tipn and Kotationt 
In t3iis psgper we consider a set of non^negatire 
numbers associated with a rectangular matrix with cos^lex 
el^nents* Some of the results which we get in this paper 
are known but we get them by diff«t?ent methods and under 
more general h^ rpotheses* Uxaess otherwise stated all the 
matrices that we consider are rectangular v/ith con^lex 
elements* When the sum A-fB (product AB) of t\?o matrices 
A and B is considered we shall assume that the number of 
rows and columns of A and B permit such addition (product). 
For a matrix A = (a^^) we shall write i 
E.(A) a 2 kfll » K(A) e maxE.(A), e(A) « min E. (A) j 
s ' i i 
C^(A) « X |asj| . C(A) = max G^(A), V(A) s min G^U) . 
Any oh. (read characteristic) value of A (when A is a 
square matrix) will be denoted by c(A). Por a hermitlan 
matrix H we denote by 0^ 4 ^ (H) and c^ gy(H)t respective-
ly, the minimum and the maximum ch. value of H. A* will 
denote the conjugate transpose of the matrix A. The 
matrix A*A is hermitian* Indeed, A*A is a non-negative 
definite matrix. We shall write 1 
7*. 
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ThuB U r I s the maxtmam 8l3aKii3,ar value of A while lAL, 
i s the miiJimutt singular value, ( for the defini t ion of a 
singular value of a matrix see L4J )• 
2» Definition of a laodulus of a matrix i 
We follow Wong C12] and define \IA\\ to be a moduluj^  
of a matrix A i f iUII i s a nont-negative, f i n i t e valued 
function of ihe elements of A and s a t i s f i e s the set of 
conditions (M) t 
I . |isA|| 8 j s j , iJAJl for every scalar s . 
I I . 11 ill ss 1 where I i s the uni t matrix of axs^ 
order* 
I I I . IIA+B i c IIAII + | |B|1 . 
IV. |AB| | < IIAU . | | B | 1 . 
^* 11^ I  ^ 11^  II where A« is any submatrix ofAA. 
TI. If lim Af. « A then lim |JA-A^ || « 0. 
P ^ P ^ 
VII. If A and B are matrices with non-negative 
elements then l! A-f'B |{ >, max|^ ||A|| , ll^ llj • 
It is possible to obtain moduli for A that satisfy (M), 
In this paper we have constructed three moduli for every 
matrix. Many more may exist. It is clear that once we 
recognize such a modulus of a matrix, it is possible to 
get certain results about this matrix in a simple way. 
3* Some moduli of a materix s 
!£iiKm£M 1. B(A), C(A) ^ ^ |A {' arQ moduli o^ A . 
PROQf OF fHEOREM 1 t 
Consider S(A) • Wong flSj states without a proof 
that H(A) is a modulus of A . His definition of R(A) 
is vi§. the bilinear form x*Ay . We prefer to prove 
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1?h.©ca?em 1 a i r ee t ly using owe a«f ln i t ioa of R(A)» Cltarlyi 
I , I I , I I I , and f l l of CM) hold for B(A) « I|A|| * We 
prove the remaisiag eozidltioziB only* 
B?Qof of I f t Let A a (a^^) , B * i\^) ajad put P « (p^^), 
wliere P » MB* Heme 
E^(P) » 2 I P ^ I i Z r i a u c M ^ u a 
s e 
n^V®>-!«ik| - ^^^^l l«i^ l «^WV^>* 
Heoce JRW « BCAB) < B(A)ECB). 
I ^ e f of Y t fhe r e s u l t I s aliaost obvious* If 
wliere Q^  , % are submatrlees of Q azid (^^ » 0^2 ^^^ 
BUbBatrices of Q^  while Qg^  , ^ are submatriees of ^ 
then E(Q) ^ R(Q^) > fi(Q^-j)» Sow penmtatione of rows 
and permutations of coluiBiia of A do not affect 1(A)* 
Xiet A be the matrix obtained from A by su i tab le per* 
Mitationa of rows and columija of A so tha t the submateiai: 
A^  comes a t the l e f t hand top corner of I • Bius l e t 
4 , A^2 
Hence H(A) s ll(X) >. B(A^) • 
i>POQi- Of YI t Put B « Cb^.) a A-Ap • Sow H^(B) allbjygl . 
I f A-vA then l^i^h^ 0» ^Sms Bj^(B)^ 0 as B i s 
a f i n i t e matrix* Henee S(B) » E(A»Ap) ^ 0,as ip—> A* 
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This shows tlmt S(A} Is a modulus. 
Consider C(A). Co&ditloxis I, II, III, asd VII of 
(M) hold when C(A) » lU I • Condi tine V and VI can be 
proved by a method similar to that employed in the case 
of E(A), We only prove IV. We note that R(A*) s C(A), 
where A* is the transpose of A • So that 
C(AB) a E((AB)») = E(B«A») < E(B»)E(A») a C(A)C(B). 
SOhis shows that C(A) is a modulus of A. 
How consider [AT . Wong [12] states without a 
proof that lAl" is a modulus of A. His definition of 
IAT is via* the bilinear form x*Ay , We give an 
explicit proof of this result using our definition of i A I" • 
For a complex vector u a lu^,»»,Uj^] , the length iul of 
u is defined by 
|ul « ( Xfuj2))6 . 
i ^ 
If lu| « 1, u is said to have uiait-length, For two 
cOH^ )lex vectors u and v » iv^»»»»v^l "^ ^^  following 
inequalities are true t 
(i), iu»v! < |u,.|v| , 
(ii). iu + vj < Iul •»• Ivl , 
the equality in (i) and (ii) holds if u = kv where k 
is a scalar* lor a hermitian matrix H and a unit-length 
vector u , we also have 
(iii). c^^(H) 1 u^ffli < c^(H) . 
In particultar, the matrix P*P is hermitian and so 
(iv). iPl? « c^^^C^*^) < u»(P*P)u 
s (PU)*PU a lPuf2 
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^ <^ Bax^ *^^ > "= '^  
2 
Farther, !Pa| u iPf if u is a unit-length ch. Teotor 
of P*P corresponding to the maacimnm ch, value iPj'^ • 
Similarly, jPrl equals PL if T is a unit-length ch, 
vector of of '2*'B corresponding to the ininiimffl ch# value 
IPL • In what follows we shall make use of these con-
siderations . 
Conditions I and XI of (M) clearly hold when lAp s jjAJi • 
We prove only the remaining ones* 
Proof of III. Let S a A+B, Let u be a unit-leiagth ch, 
vector of S*S corresponding to the ma-ximum ch, value isl'' ^  
of S*S, a?hen, in virtue of (ii) and (iv) we get i 
U r 8 ISul a |(A+B)tt! a |Au •• Bu| 
< jiaj + [Buj < lAT + IBT . 
Hence, lA4.Br < IAT -i- IBT • 
Proof of IV. Let P a AB and let u he a unit-length 
ch, vector of 1^*V corresponding to the maximum ch* value 
J P r 2 • (Thus we have 
I A B T « I P P a | P U | a (ABuf a |AV| , 
where v a Bu , Clearly, v may not toe a unit-length 
vector. Indeed, |v| may even vanish. If |vf » 0, then 
V a 0, a mil vector. Then IPT a 0, AS |Af and isi" 
are non-negative, condition IV holds and the case is 
proved. Assume, therefore, that |v| a lc>0. Put v a k^ , 
so that V is a unit-length vector. By (iv) , 
|V | a |Bu| a k lv l a k < | B |° , 
So we have 
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Eroof of Y* I*et A^ fee any submatrix of A, There exist 
permutation matrices I* and M such that 
^ fi2 
LAM St A s K \' t 
^ 1 *22 
Also by IV, lAf =|LAMr < i L f . l A r . j M r a lAl" , 
as ILT = iMl" = 1 since L and M are permutation 
matrices. Hence jAP 4 |Af • Also, A = L"*'AM"'' , 
and so JA!" £ llf since IT^ and M"'' are also 
permutation matrices, Thus lAf a |A[* « This consideree-
t ion shows tha t , without loss of general i ty , we may 
suppose that A^  i s i n the top l e f t corner of A, i»e» 
^ = ( A ' ' A''^ ) » ®®y* 
Let A« be of the order (rxs) and let A be of order 
(mxn). Unless A^ = A, there may exis# a submatrix A^ 
of order (rxs+1) of A such that k^ contains A^ as 
a submatrix. We may display k^ as i 
A11 •• ^s S 
A p B \ A ^ , a y SB f • • • • a 
\®r l •• ®rs ®r 
where a s [ a ^ , . . , 8 ^ ] and a^ i^  are elements of A. Let 
X = [ x , . . (X ] be a uni t - length ch# vector of A*A^  
corresponding t o the maximum ch, value |A,j| so tha t 
JA^r » iA^x' • Now put y = i x ^ t . - . x ^ . o } so that 
y i s also a un i t - l e i ^ th vector with s+1 co3i5)onants# 
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By (iv), 
Heoce, lA^ f <, lAgl' • How consider a submatrix A, 
of A such that A^ has order (r+l2B) and It containa 
A^ as a submatrix. Thus A» can be displayed as t 
where b a (b^,..,bg) is a row vector and b^ are 
elements of A • Xiet x be as specified above* By Civ)» 
•O.T S I I S I «IL«.i« • • Cl_>„ ) f 
But by actual calculation we find that 
where A^x s v a Iv^t^'f^g} a ^ © » Z h^x^ • Since 
X is so chosen that 
we set lA^xl^ sr lA^r^+ 1©!^  wo that lA^ f > jA^ f , 
as 101 is non-negative• Bepeated applications of the 
above two cases for a finite number of times will give 
lA^r ^ iM" • 
£roof of YI. Put B = (l>in) « A - Ajj . Iiet A be of 
order (mxn). So B i s of order (mxn). How 
f l f - « CmaxCB'B) <. Y c<B»B) « trace(B'B) 
4- '^ '^ in' -
2 mne 
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yhm:e # m mm \\i^J • 3^ m &^—^ At %mh {^^^ | 
tendB to S0r& so WiAt e —^0* i^iae« (an) ie fiato 
IMfct^'-> 0 | U S AQ —^ A» 
Soif ; S r i s i»a»4idgatiire s© tshat; 1 B T —> 0 ae ^—^ A« 
J^t^^ of Y3;i# Ito the proof of VII we need the tollom-
ifiS result d&e to I^bei^ns* (in interestix^ proof of 
this result i s f o^ znd in **An Iziteo4uetlon to Xdnear 
Algetjra**, Oxford (1955) t w* 5a8»530» by L» Mirsigr), 
lli^ni^ffli M^w wafii il^ tf .Hii, ..n^tMils,ftl ^ M fl^iwuptft^liif 
' amy ^ I ® I isax * 
XiSt A and B |»e s^trieee wit^ aoiv-nsgetiTS elements 
and Xet s « A<»B« '^ bozs S i s aXso a laatriac witli non^ 
negatlTe eXeiaents* 'She transpose eon^ugate A* of A 
i s only the transpose of A« SJjiilarly B* and B* ere 
transpose of B and S respeetiv^^* M<m 
B*S m (A^ B)»CAfrB) n A»A 4- B*B • A*B • fl*A , 
If Wj^j stands for the (iy^)th elesisst of P we get 
for all 1,3 ©inoe A*B + B»A has only noa-nesative 
elesients. Hence by the above leima condition VII i s 
proTed« 1?fais prores fheorea 1* 
»^ ADDlii^tioii of the nropsrtlee Of R(A) and OCA) t 
In this seotion we obtain and extend soiae known 
8£. 
sTdsuXts about the eh* TaXuee o£ a joatrlx. J l r s t we get i 
TBS(mm 2. J^ At X, T are aa t r i ees and k a scalar 
such tha t KX a iX aail l^^ i » ii^ H ^ 0» then 
!k| < |A| • 
Unroot, we ha^e 
lllcli = ikU IXil » lAXll < ilAll . iXl . 
But ixt s III ^ 0 * Hence the r e s u l t i s proved* 
OQEOLIJPT 2*1. | i ^ A , X , T 1& Mlgicgs ^ M ^ ^ spa^ffi 
such tha t E(X)«E(Y) jl 0 sM Is^T a AX, then 
1^ 1 < H(A) . 
GOROUmi 2 .2 . Issi A»X,T ^ TOl?y4,9^i9 SS^ Ic a scalar 
such tha t C(X) s C(I) ^ 0 sg^ KT a iX , then 
Ikl < C(A) • 
OQROI^LAEY 2*3- !c(A)l < min ( H(A),0(A) ) • 
gSOOg. In corol la r ies 2*1 and 2*2 take k « c(A), 
Ihere ex is t s a non-null column vectc3ff which i s a ch* 
vector of A associated with the ch* value c(A) « k . 
If X i s t h i s vector then E(x) ^ 0, C(x) ^ 0* Take 
X 3 X a X i n coro l la r ies 2*1 and 2*2« Since kx s Asc » 
the resul t follows. 
Gmpmm: 2.4. i ^ fyA^ ]^ ji g^t^ sss mg j^^ * mss 
IgOOP. In Corollary 2.5 take A » TT^g ^^^ ^^*® * ^ * 
that RcFiv - n^^^s^* G<nv ^ nc<v • 
Corollary 2.4- generalizes some results due to 
Parker [10] , Parnell [5J i Khan [6] and others. In 
this corollary the matrices Ag need not he square. OSie 
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nmnber of matrices i n the product T T i s f i n i t e . Will the 
res i i l t hold when the ntuabea? of matrices i n J J i s 
i n f i n i t e ? I t appears tha t i f 
go 
exists then there is no reason wli^  the result should not 
hold for the infinite product. Consider the product 
m 
where m is az^ large hut finite positive integer* 
Corollary 2*4 is true for P. Kow let m—> oo. If we 
assume that the infinite product exists then Corollary ZA 
should hold even in this liaiting case* 
ccEOH^y 2.5. &ei A j ^ s ^<s^m^ m^s^ sMls& ^^ 
the adr.ioint Si£ A. M © = det(A), then 
ie | < aJin^EU)H(B), CU)C<B)] . 
In £^MmdS£* l £ A J^ noft-^j^ipnAap, t h ^ 
fiCA-^) ^ 1/fiU) ; C(A-'') > 1/C(A) . 
mOOI. We have 61 s A, ad4(A) » iB . Hence 
lei < E(A)E(B) aM lOj < C(A)C(B). 
This proves the f i r s t p a r t . When A i s non-singular, 
I = AA-'' , 
so tha t 1 < E<A)E(A'"'^ ) and also 1 < C(A)C(A~'')* The 
second par t i s t l&ereforei proved. 
GOROU:.^! 2 .6 . 
( a ) . Let A be g^  matriz; qnd A^  aps^ square submatrix 
of A , a;hen 
|c(A^)| <, iain-[S(A), C(A)] . 
( b ) . When A and B are square matrices with nonf 
8^, 
min tR(A+B>, C(A+B)} >, max [ |c(A)| , |o(B)|} . 
|c(A+B)| < ain (E(A) + E(B), 0(A) + C(B)J , 
PR00g> We use Corolla3?y 2,3 together with V, VII aod 
I I I of (M) to get respect ively, ( a ) , (h) and ( c ) . 
We coz&clude t h i s sect ion with a r e s u l t about quasi-
idempoteut matrices* A square matrix ^ i s sa id to he 
Quasi'-'ideBiPOteiit i f there exis ts a polyuoiaial matrix fCx) 
such tha t 
qp = K p ) , p a 1 , 2 , . . . . 
(see C5J ) . We have shown that ( see 1711 ) a non-
nul l Quasi-ide2S)otent matrix has a maximum ch« value 
unity* How Wong [12] has established the following 
r e s u l t for any modulus llAl] of A i When A i s a square 
matrix 
(1 ) . '<^<^>l>V.O. » ^ ^ 1 1 ^ ' ^^^ • 
^'^^ p — > CO 
Take A = Q in (1) where Q is a quasi-idempotent matrix 
and suppose l'(x) is the exponeiftial polynomial matrix 
associated with Q. Then (f = t(r) for all positive 
integers r . ie note that the elements of the matrix f (x) 
are polynomials in the indeterminate x» Let k be the 
highest degree of x found in F(x)» How 
E(Q^) » KF(p)). 
But E(F(p)) can be put as 
(2). R(Kp)) a bjjP^  + ... + b^ , 
where b, > 0, b^ > 0 and b^ and k are finite. Since 
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Ilm (2i)n 
->-£>o 
we get from (1) when AP is replaced by (2), the result 
On the other hand if we assume that |c(Q)i loax s i , as 
Q is quasi-ideiopotent, we get the limit 
1 
lim (n)^ « 1 . 
n —>• cso 
5 . §Mm PirfflfP,tr^ ,ffg Qf |AL Mil U r ( 
(3.2)* i l L > 1 Cfig t ^ f cp i t a^tffijy I 9;f ffly or(^fi^. 
(5.5). |i*BL < min[lAr + iB|^ , 1 B J ° + U L } . 
O.^)*, l A l ^ - l B p <, iA*B|o 1 .Al , + IBI' , 
iB i, - lAT S 1-^ +Blo < iBi^ + I A T . 
( 5 . 4 ) . lAJ^.lBL <. lABL <. IABP < l A p . l B r . 
( 5 . 5 ) . lABl, i lA ' f . tBL . 
( 5 . 5 ) ' * lABlo <, [ B p . l A L when A s^ B are 8ouare» 
( 5 . 6 ) . X£ A a (A<] 1 A^) where A^  , A^ 2 £ | SS^ 
matrioes ot A then tAl« < adn [lA^L t 'A2U 
( 5 . 7 ) . I f l im A_ a A, then l im ! A-A l^, m 0 . 
P ^ P ^ 
EEOOF Of 23IBCEM 5. Conditions (5.1) and (5.2) are 
true* We prove the remaining eases. 
groof of (^ .5) • Let u and T be unit-length column 
vectors such that 
JAuj =s jAl, and |BV1 « IBl, . 
Ihis is possible in virtue of (iv). Put S s A+B. IThen 
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< |Su| « Uu + Bu| < \M\ + |BU| a lAl + |Bul 
< lAL + iBf and siiailarly 
<. ISv! a JAv + Bv! < |Avj 4- |Bv| s IATI + I B | 
< |A| + iBj 
Hence JA+BL < ain [lA f + i B|^  , |AL -• iBf} . 
It is joot neeessary to eozisidsr two vectors u and v as is 
done above* She symmetry of A-fB in A and B can also 
give the results* 
I>roof of O*?)'* 
UL « Is^L a !sf(-a)L 1 Isi., + i-sr by 0.3), 
a jsL +1B1^ by ( 3 . 1 ) . Hence 
lA;^  - i s r < iSj^ « lA+BL 1 |1L+ iBf by (3*3) again. 
Similarly from symmetry or otberwise we get the other 
resul t* 
Proof of (5.4)> We need only prove the par t 
U L . I B L <, !ABL 
as the remaining inequalities are true in virtue of the 
definition of lABf and lABL and in virtue of OHheorem 1. 
Let u be a unit-length ch* vector of P s iB correspond-
ing to the minimum ch. value (PL • Tima Pj^ a |Pu| • 
How I P ; , a |PU^ a JABUJ a JATJ 
Where v a Bu. If I v j a 0 then v a 0, a null vectorf 
and the required inequality holds in this case* Let 
|v| a k > 0 and so | B i^  < tvl a k. If v a kv, where 
V is of unit-length then 
|ABL a :P,^  a :Ay| a k|ivi > kiAl, > |AJ^.:BL . 
Proof of (5.5). Let u be such that iBu] a |BL . 
But JABl < !ABU a lAvi where v a Bu . If |v| a 0, 
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i t can be shown that the r e s u l t s hold» Let |vj a k > 0 • 
5?hus k a iB|, • Let T s kv where v i s a unit-length 
vector . Then 
\Fl = \ABl < \Av\ akiAv! < klAJ' a jAf . |BL , 
which proves the r e s u l t . Under what conditions does the 
inequali ty 
lABL < (AL . I B T 
hold ? Suppose u i s a uni t - length vector . Then 
|AB |, < jABuj a |Av| a k lAvl . 
I f V i s a oh. vector of A*A so chosen tha t |A |^ a IAL, 
then 
|AB|„ < k|A|, < iA|, .|Bf . 
A sufficient condition that such a choice of v be possi-
ble is that the matrix equation 
Bu a v=kv 
where B and v are specified and u is unkaa^ wn. should 
have a non-null solution. This is possible if the rank 
of the aiigmented matrix (B,v) is the same as that of B, 
HoweveTi when A and B are square matrices, the inequality 
always holds, This we prove below. 
Broof of (5.5)*, When A and B are square matrices of 
the same order, AB is also a square matrix, The ch. 
values of A*A and AA* are the same when A is a square 
matrix. So 
IAL « |A*L and (Ap « lA»r . 
(The second equality via. |Af a jA*!' holds even when 
A is not a square matrix. Because at least the non-
zero ch. values of XY and YX are the same when XT is 
a square matrix.) How 
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IABL = !(AB)*|o « 1B*A*L < iA'l^ j B * r by (3.5) , 
ss |Aj^  .iBl" wMch proves the r e s u l t . 
Eroof of C3.6>» Let A be of order (mxn) and A^  
be of order (aixr). Let A be a submatrix of A of 
order (mxr+l) such tha t A contains A- as a submatrix, 
lEhus A = (A^ia) where a s l«i^»»»ffiBil ^^^ ^ stre 
elements of A • Let x = {^x^,,,,^^^ be a uni t- length 
ch. vector of AjfA^  such tha t jA^xj s 1A^ |„ , Consider 
the u n i t - l e i ^ h column vector y a |^x-,.. | .x: , 0} , Now 
Hence, 1A|^  < [A||„ • Similarly, we can get the r e su l t 
about Ap • I t i s to be noted that A^  and Ap have the 
same number of rows* 
gpoof of (5.7)» We have I B L 1 IBT i s non-negative. 
By Theorem 1, iBf = l-^^^jT—*" 0 ^ K^—^ ^ • ^^t 
| B L — > 0 as A —> A • Kiis proves the theorem, 
ir 
Certain properties of |AL and tA| are discussed 
by other writers when A is a square matrix, Bfeumami 
& CrolcUstine t9J obtain results which give relations 
between \A\^ and [Af • Some more results are obtained 
by ACa?iat [1j • 
6« Applications of the properties of [A|O and lAf t 
M i ^ M ^ * Wmi, TTAg is a square matrix.we have 
C^ --^ )- TJo^u^Ai < |c(rTA^ )|2 ^  TTo^(A3V . 
Worn ^ flgj nMMftl iMteliffiti ^x ^^- Mm^ ^ m ^ . Mm 
(4.2). TTi«<V!«iin ^ 1^^ n V l ^ 'T!**<Vl.m 
^ •^^ >* 10U)| ^ ^ - |0(B)| ^ j ^ < io(A*B)i ^ 
l « W | ^ - |®CA)|^ < |cCA.B)l < 
(4,5) . |e(A4B)j ^ ^ < | c (A) | j^+ l eCB)!^ I 
!<»<A*B)| ^ ^ < ic(B)| g ^ * |e(A)I ^ ^ I 
(4.6). |C(AB)|^ < ! 0 ( A ) | ^ . I^CB)|^ t 
i ^ o f Of (4«1). Pat I* s T T \ • If k = e(P), there 
exists a aoa-noH oii# vector x of P euch tiiat 
toe a Rs: • So tlsat 
ikuixf « i^r i i^r * |xr . 
and siace [xf ji? 0 we get |kl « |e(P)| < [Pp , 
ie ean get tMa result <3ireetl^ £^^a O^ heor^ a 2 also* 
I t caa be sbowa that |kl > |P|o » <gn^ r>Cg*^ »^  • 
« 
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In other words, we get a result due to Browne [2] i 
Now a repeated application of Theorem 1 for a finite 
number of times will give 
i^ r = \T]Aj < TTiv • 
Similarly, hy a repeated applicat ion of Kieorem 3 we get 
TfiA^ L s inAj. -1 PL . 
fhus (4«1) is established when the number of matrices in 
jy is finite• It is not necessary that the matrices A 
be sciuare. Also when the infinite product Y\A^ exists 
then the result may hold when the number- of matrices in 
TT is Infinite. The result (4.1) generalizes some 
results duil to Hoy CHJ » Kagy [8J and Afriat [IJ • 
All these writers consider sauage matrices. Eoy requ^ ir-
ed at least one of the matrices in the finite product 
TT *o ^ e nonsingular. Nagy has removed this restric-
tion, Afriat considers tSie infinite product when the 
matrices ace square. 'iJhere is not much point in con-
sidering an infinite product from the point of view of 
utility of (4#1). Henrertheless, the point has its own 
interest. A special case of (4.1) is note-worthy t 
(4,1.1). When AB is a square matrix, then 
<^min<A*A)c^(B*B) < jcCiB)|2 < c^(A*A)c^^(B*B) . 
Broof of (4.2). When P is normal, the ch. values of 
£'*JB are equal to the square of the absolute values of 
the ch. values of P. This consideration together with 
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(4.1) will give (4.2) • We note tbat when P is 
normal 
The following special ease is noteworthy t 
(^•2»1). Hyga A j ^ B are normal matrieea of the same 
order then 
I^ poof o£ (4.5). fhe proof follows from (4.3) and the 
arguement in (4.2). We note a particular case i 
iny square matrix A can be uniquely expressed as 
A 8 KAfA») + 36(A^*) 
« P + Q say, 
where F is heznsaitien and Q is ek&v-4ieriaitian. Thus P & 
Q are normal matrloes. Henee 
by 2?heorem 3. How 
l<^ CP)|^ ain - ^^<^^*>\ min » 5«*^ >^l max » 3^'^C-^A*)! max » 
l<*^ |^ min « ^ |cCA-A*)| j^^ . |C(Q)| ^ ^ a )^  lo(A.A')| ^ ^ . 
fhus, we get the bounds for the ch. values of A in 
terms of those of (A+A*) and (A-A*). Sometimes it is 
easier to calculate the eh. values of the matrices (A-fA*) 
and (A^A*) than to find the ch. values of A*A* 
Proof of (4.5). and (4.6). Proofs follow from ©leorem 1 
and 3. Thla eompletefa the proof of !l!hec»?em 4. 
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7* Somf pgQpfgtleif 9C M) W<^  A^) » 
(5.1 ) • ^(sA) « e iiJO f >/(sA) a s >^ (A) why>^ 
(^•2) . UX) « ' ' ( I ) « 1 w^S£S I 1? Ifh^ ynli; m&trlx Of 
(5 .5 ) . ?(A+B) < Hdn {^(A) .^ E(B), ^(B) + 1(A)} f 
V(A+B) <, min j^^(A) + C(B), ^(B) + C(A)j , 
C5.^). I f A and B are matrices with iion>-negatlYe elements, 
e(A+B) > max L?(A), ^(B)} j >/(A^B) >. max^^(A), -^(B)] 
(5 .5 ) . ^(.^) 1 ^(A)fi(B) I V(iB) < ^(B)C(A) . 
( 5 .6 ) . I f A i s s!CTaaetriQ then ^(A) « "/(A) . 
( 5 . 7 ) . I f Ap-^A then ?(A^Ap)^0, A A - A ^ ) - ^ 0 . 
EROQg OF gHECBEM 5. (5.1) and (5.2) c lea r ly hold. 
fipoof of (5 .5 ) . Let Bj^ (A) = e(A)j R^(B) = e(B), then 
UA^B) < E^(A*B)= I l a i s ^ ^ i J ^ I ! « i s ! - ^ ^ I ^ l s i 
n ^(A) + r l \ s l 1 ^CA) • H(B). ilBO 
eCiUB) < Bj,(A*B)=I |a33 + l>3^< I k^sl • ! i^3 
< «(B) + E(A) . 
KA.O-K i 
a?his the first part* Similarly, we may prove the other 
part. 
Proof of (5.5). Let U^U) « ^(A), Ej(B) = ^(B) . If 
P =: AB , we get 
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^ e other part can be proved on the saiae lines. 
Proof of (5.6). ThlB is obvious from the definition of 
iU) and ^(A) . 
Proof of (5.7). ((B) and V(B) are non-negative and 
^(B) < E(B), ^(B) < C(B) . How fi(B) and C(B) tend 
to zero as B —>• 0. Put B a A - A^ and the result 
follows* Xhis eonpletes the |a?oof of Th^xr&m. 3« 
The results of HSieorem ^  do not give ax^ additional 
infcHMnation about the ch. values of a matrix. But, it is 
interestix^ to observe the resemblance between the results 
of Ulhecjrem 5 and OTheorem 5» If " "^  " stands for 
" is similar in nature to " then (3.1) ^  (5»1)» 
(3.2) ^ (5.2), (5.3)-- (5.3)f (3.5)— (,3*5) and 
(3.7) —(5.7). 
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A mm OH SOME SM:^JiOmiLI Og A BSQ^ gAHGtlLM MATRIX 
(Accepted for publicat ion i n the Aoiericaa 
BSatheiaatioal MonttOy) 
Definition t I f ||[A||| i s a non->negative function of 
the elements of a rectangular complex matrix A s (^-4) 
such that 
< i ) . IIIAH a 0 i f f A a 0, 
(11)• isAll a is| • lllAll for a l l scalars s , 
( i l l ) . |1A+B|1| < II AII + Ills II where A and B 
have the same <»?der, 
( i v ) . IfABl! < III AII , | | B 1 | where A and B are 
conformable! 
then we shal l say tha t | | A | | i s a semiwaodulua of A « 
Rotation t I« t [K(A)J^ » 5 1 2 1 \&x^\ ^ • ^ r i t e 
R^(A) ^Y. IHB\ • ^^^^ * aaxBi (A) | C^(A) « X \^^\ » 
C(A) a max OX A) . Denote by c^.jy,(H) and Caj^^^^^* 
respect ively, the minimum and maximum oharact^cis t ic 
value of a hermitian matrix H. Denote by JA p and IA], 
respect ively, the mflx^ .mum and minimum singular value of 
A* c(A) w i l l stand for any ch* (read charac ter i s t ic ) 
value of the (square) matrix A. for a coBs>lex number 2 , 
Re z and Im as wi l l denote, respect ively, the r e a l and 
imaginary par t of ss . Every square coa^jlex matacix P 
can be uniquely expressed as 
P a P^ + iPp , 
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where P^  and Pp are h.^ 'mitian. We shall say that P^ 
and Pj^  are the heriairtly]^  components of P. This deconyoosi-
tion P^ and Pg of P is nqlaue* Indeed, 
P^  « (P4.P*)/2, Pg = (i^»)/a . 
S ^ ^ ^ 1 , U(A), E(A), GU) M^ |Ar are semlwnodull 
of A , 
PI^ OQP. It XB Jteoown that J^ (A) satisfies conditions 
(i), (ii), (iii) and (iv). So H(A) is a semi-
modulus of A. It can be shown that E(A), C(A) and lAf 
also satisfy these conditions. ( Proof is omitted since 
it is similar to one that is given in Part 3). 
TEEOEm 2. ^ X,I, A ^^ matrices §s^ j ^ a scalar such 
that aZ a AY fis^ ll|x| = |x| ,^0, then 
<. 1A| . 
But moow. yax|» ,a:, {xji » ||Ar| <. iUl . | T | 
xi « liYll ojad. no]>>zero» Hence the r e su l t t s proved. 
omouuRr 2.1 
CaEOI«UEY 2.2 
C(A) < lA 
U S S Z A ^ , |c(S)| <.Z IM . 
k k 
COROLIiA&Y 2.3 If P » TT ^ » *^ ®^ l^ ^^ l^ ^TT IKI . 
k k 
PRQQJS. Ihe proof of these corollaries are on the 
same lines as found in Part 5. 
LEMMA . £e c(A) < JA^IJ , Im c(A) < iljAgj , where 
^^ SS^ ^Z ^^ ^^^ hermitian components of A. 
PRQQj'. By a result due to Bromwlch we get 
Re cCA) < c^^CX,) i Im ^ (A) < C ^ C A ^ ) . 
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But by Corol la ry 2«1 we hare 
hexuse the lemma i s proved. 
2miQR£M 5 . i £ A QUA B ^££ coigplex square matr ices 
of the s ^ e o r^ fc , th§n 
Ee c(ijfcB) £ 1^,1 + | B ^ | , Im c(AtB) < f-^a) "^11^2 1 • 
HIOQF. A + B = s 4 , j : B ^ + iCAg j ; B^) = S = S^ + iSg , say 
where S^ and S^ a re the h e r a i t i a n components of S, So 
Re c(S) = Re c(A ± B) < JS^ j a fi^ ± B^| < |A^| + p ^ j , 
Im c(S) = Im c(A i B) ^ jb^j == IA^ ± B^j < pAgl! + Ifigl . 
OOBQXJ[iARY 4 , 1 . 
( a ) . Re cCA+B) < %i E(A+A*) + R(B+B») ) , 
( b ) . Xm c(A+B) < )ki R(A-A*) + R(AP.A») ) , 
( c ) . Be c(Ai-B) < )4( |c(A+A*)| ^ j ^ + l^^^-^^*^! max^» 
( d ) . Im c(A+B) < K !c(A^A»)| j j ^^ + iCCB-B*)'^^^) . 
PROOF, (a) and (b) follow s ince R(A) i s a semi-
modulus of A . A s imi l a r r e s u l t w i l l a l so hold for 
C(A). Resul t (c) and (d) follow from t h a t f a c t t h a t 
A1° i s a semi-modulus and when P i s normal we have 
\^^ - !«<^)imax-
gllEQREM #• I £ AB « BA then 
( i ) . Re c(AB) < 1A !^|I . | B ^ | + {A^I . fB^I , 
( i i ) . Imc(AB) < IA^I . liBgl + lAgil . iB^jj. 
PROOF* 
IB a 4|B^ - A^Bg + iCA^Bg + A^B^), 
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while we h&re 
^Ixice BA s A£ we get 
So P^ « A^B^ . AgBg i s hermitian. Similarly we can 
show tha t Pp a A^Bg + JUB- i s hermitian, fhus i f P « AB, 
then P^ and Pp scce the hermitian components o£ P and 
the r e s u l t follows from Iiemma* 
OOROXtLA&Y ^ . l . When A sM B commnte 
Ee C(AB) + Im e(AB) < {|J|A,1| + \\AJ^ } . 1 |B^| • llB^I]. 
QQROU^ARY 5.2, When A an<^  B commute 
( a ) . Be c(iB) < 34{H(A-fA*)B(B+B*) + H(Ar-A*)R(B-B»)} , 
(b ) , Im c(iB) ^ 34lH(A -^A*)R(B-B*) + E(A.A*)E(B+B*)] , 
( c ) . Ee c(AB) < Kl^(A<fA*) jgQ35.|e(B+B»)| ^ ^ + 
+ ^ C A . A ' ) ! ^ | c ( B - B * ) ; ^ ] , 
(d ) . Imc( iB) < 34l!c(A+A*)!jj^lc(B-BO|jaax* 
+ ! ^ C A - A ' ) ; ^ | c ( B + B * ) l ^ j • 
mooi* The proof i s s imilar to tiiat of Corollary 4 . 1 . 
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